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Update:
In the face of considerable uncertainty, our team 
has increased production, re-engineered our field 
development plans, improved relationships with 
our stakeholders and focused our company on the 
technical challenges to come.  P3 (Chairman’s statement)

WHAT WE DO

We are an upstream oil 
and gas exploration and 
production company.
We have significant oil and 
gas assets in Ukraine and 
southern Russia. 

LICENCES

What our licence  
areas are doing.
Our focus is developing 
production and revenue 
growth in Ukraine, whilst 
monetising our assets 
in Russia, Hungary and 
Slovakia.

How we performed this year

STRATEGIC REPORT

Our business

Revenue

Loss for the year

Loss from operations before 
exceptional charges

Cash generated from 
operations

Exceptional charges

Total year-end cash

$73.8m
2015: $88.5m

$(37.1)m
2015: $(81.5)m

$(3.9)m
2015: $(10.7)m

$17.0m
2015: $12.8m

$30.8m
2015: $64.9m

$14.3m
2015: $26.3m

Outlook:
We are actively seeking to mitigate our litigation 
risks with the Ukrainian Government so that our 
development drilling in Ukraine can recommence. 
The investment in our Rudenkivske gas field is 
significant, and we continue to work with the 
Ukranian Government to improve the investment 
environment for such projects.  P10 (CEO)

Profile

Licence areas

Asset life cycle

1. Ignativske1

2.  Movchanivske North1

3.  Movchanivske Main1

4. Novomykolaivske1

5.  Rudenkivske1

6.  Movchanivske Wedge Zone1

7.  Elyzavetivske1

8.  Zaplavska1

9.  Koshekhablskoye Oxfordian
10.  Koshekhablskoye Callovian
11.  Hajdunanas
12.  Tiszavasvari-IV
13.  Emod V
14.  Pely I

15.  Jaszkiser II
16.  Svidnik*
17.  Medzilaborce*
18.  Snina*
19. Pakostov*

* JKX has 100% interest in its licences except 
those in Slovakia where it holds 25% interest.

1 For the 2016 Annual Report, all of the names for 
our Ukrainian fields have been changed to the 
Ukrainian language spelling..

KIE V

U K R A I N E

B L A C K  S E A

H U N G A R Y

R U S S I A

Koshek hablskoye

MOSCOW

SOCHI

A DYGE A R EGION

POLTAVA R EGION

UKRAINE RUSSIA

Staff 404 213

Wells 51 5

Fields 6 1

2016     
production

4,001
 boepd

6,082 
boepd

Production

Development

Appraisal

Exploration

2P reserves

H U N G A R Y S L O V A K I AR U S S I A

80.3 MMboe

U K R A I N E

29.1 MMboe

S L O VA K I A

Ely zavetiv ske

Novomykola iv ske
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“A year of challenging transformation,  
with an ambitious and demanding plan to 
turn the Company’s performance up.”

STRATEGIC REPORT

Chairman’s statement

Just over 12 months ago, your 
newly-appointed Board of Directors 
promised to resolve the various 
challenges that were facing the 
business through transparent 
communication, by addressing key 
legacy problems, by increasing 
efficiency and production, and by 
reducing needless costs. 

On its appointment in January 2016, 
the Board was confronted with many 
issues including: 

• legal conflicts in Ukraine and with 
significant shareholders;

• significant contingent liabilities 
in Ukraine relating to production 
taxes; 

• license suspensions in Ukraine;
• bloated costs throughout the Group;
• stagnated field development, and

• a $30.1 million bond repayment 
in less than 12 months, which the 
Company could not afford. 

To address these, in 2016, we have:

• managed our inherited legal 
challenges in Ukraine and halted 
legal action on shareholder 
disputes;

• successfully resolved all Ukrainian 
licence suspensions;

• rebuilt the Group’s Field 
Development Plans (‘FDPs’) and 
assembled a world-class execution 
team;

• reduced and restructured the 
Company’s bond liabilities, 
which was formally approved by 
bondholders on 3 January 2017;

• reduced operating costs, and 
• further strengthened the Board.

LEGAL

International 
arbitration 
In 2015 the Company commenced 
arbitration proceedings against 
Ukraine on the basis of overpayment 
of production taxes (‘Rental Fees’) plus 
damages, as explained more fully in 
Note 27 to the financial statements. 

The main arbitration case was heard 
in early July 2016 and a decision  
from the tribunal was awarded on  
6 February 2017.

Despite the Company’s belief to the 
contrary, the international arbitration 
tribunal ruled that Ukraine was 
found not to have violated its treaty 
obligations in respect of the levying 
of Rental Fees but awarded the 
Company damages of $11.8 million 
plus interest, and costs of $0.3 million 

in relation to subsidiary claims. This 
can be seen as only a small success 
against the full claim which was 
valued at more than $200 million.

Local claims 
The Group has made provision for 
potential liabilities arising from 
separate court proceedings over 
the amount of Rental Fees paid in 
Ukraine by its Ukrainian operating 
subsidiary, Poltava Petroleum 
Company (‘PPC’), for certain periods 
since 2010, which total approximately 
$33.9 million (including interest and 
penalties, see Note 27 to the financial 
statements). PPC continues to contest 
these claims in the Ukrainian courts.

Claims relating to 2007, which 
were unresolved in the prior year 
and amounting to $6 million, are 
now considered closed following a 
Supreme Court of Ukraine ruling in 
favour of PPC.

Taking into account the damages and 
interest of $12.2 million awarded to 
the Company by the international 
tribunal and the Ukrainian court 
proceedings against the Group in 
respect of production taxes totalling 
$33.9 million, there is a net shortfall 
of $21.7 million owed by the Group to 
the Government of Ukraine. Should 
PPC lose the claims in respect of 
production taxes due for 2010 and 
2015, and the Ukrainian Authorities 
demand immediate settlement, 
the Group does not currently have 
sufficient cash resources to settle 
these claims and this risk, if realised, 
could impact the going concern status 
of the Company. These risks are fully 
addressed in Note 2 to the financial 
statements.

In addition, PPC has suffered 
searches by the National Police of 
Ukraine starting in June 2016, with 
two further searches in January 2017. 
The searches increasingly appeared 
to take on the form of harassment 
rather than a legitimate investigation 
into PPC’s business operations. We 
continue to fully cooperate with the 

enquiry and believe that PPC is in 
full legal compliance with all relevant 
Ukrainian law and regulation. These 
searches have been a significant 
distraction for the Board and JKX 
staff, and damaging to Ukraine’s 
investment climate. We have engaged 
with both the US and UK embassies 
in Kiev in order to register our 
complaints in this matter.

We have commenced the settlement 
process with the Government in 
Ukraine to settle the arbitration 
award and the local tax issues so that 
the Company can return its focus to 
key operational matters. 

UKRAINE

Production licenses 
secured
In January 2016, the State Geology 
and Mineral Resources Survey of 
Ukraine suspended four of PPC’s 
subsoil use permits. The authority 
gave a list of actions that were 
required in order to cancel the 
suspension (including a change to the 
minimum production requirements 
under the licenses) and would 
normally have given the operator 
sufficient time to remedy the failings. 
Instead PPC was given only one 
month to do so.

Following successful legal action, 
PPC has now renewed all four 
of these licenses until 2024 and 
also received a ruling from the 
Kharkiv Administration Court of 
Appeal which deemed the original 
suspensions to have been illegal.

Rebuilding of Field 
Development Plans 
(‘FDPs’) 
Our reconstructed Field Development 
Plans have revealed that applying 
modern technology and techniques 
in well construction and field 
development design, our Rudenkivske 
gas field has much greater potential 
than was previously considered 

economic. Further details of the FDPs 
are provided in The Chief Executive’s 
statement on pages 8 to 10. 

FINANCIAL

Bond repayment and 
restructuring
Through 2016, we reduced the 
principal amount of outstanding 
bonds from $36 million to $16 
million. This was achieved through 
a $10 million scheduled repayment 
in February and various market 
purchases of bonds of a total 
principal amount $10 million at 
various discounts to face value. 

On January 3 2017 the Bondholders 
approved a restructuring of the 
remaining $16 million of Bonds, the 
detail of which is provided in the 
Financial Review on pages 19 to 21. 
The repayment of the Bonds is now 
well within the operating cash flow 
capabilities of the Company enabling 
the business to move forward with its 
development plans.

Reducing operating 
costs and overheads 
Measures were taken immediately 
following the appointment of 
the new Board in January 2016 
to significantly reduce the cost 
burden of the Company’s London 
headquarters, reducing headcount 
and moving all remaining staff onto 
one floor of the building, where we 
previously occupied four floors.  
We have been able to extract 
ourselves from the long-term lease 
on one of the unoccupied floors 
and continue negotiations with the 
landlord to extract the Company from 
the long-term lease agreements on 
the other two floors. 

During 2016, headcount reductions 
have been made in Ukraine and 
Russia of 18% and 14%, respectively. 
The benefits of our cost reduction 
actions during 2016 will be seen in 
2017 and we continue to identify 
further cost-saving opportunities. 

GROUP

Your Board 
Following the replacement of the 
entire Board on 28 January 2016, 
the composition of the Board did 
not comply with the UK Corporate 
Governance Code in respect of 
the number of independent Non 
Executive Directors. To address this, 
in April, two new independent Non 
Executive Directors were appointed. 

Alan Bigman and Bernie Sucher 
both bring extensive knowledge 
of working at the highest levels in 
the region combined with directly 
relevant experience which will be 
of great benefit to the Company. 
As independent directors, Alan 
and Bernie have strengthened the 
corporate governance credentials 
of the Company which ensures that 
the interests of all shareholders are 
protected.

At the Company’s AGM on 28 June 
2016, the resolutions to accept the 
appointment of Alan and Bernie 
were rejected by a small number of 
shareholders but with enough votes 
to prevent the resolutions being 
passed. Given the very low turnout of 
voting shareholders, the fact that the 
vast majority of voting shareholders 
were in favour of the appointments 
and the need for value-adding 
independent directors, the Board 
re-appointed both Alan and Bernie 
at a subsequent Board Meeting. The 
shareholders will be asked to approve 
these appointments at the next 
Annual General Meeting. The result 
of last year’s AGM underlines that if 
shareholders want to ensure a high-
quality board and good governance, 
they must exercise their right to vote 
at General Meetings. 

MINDSET

People 
The Board continues to be impressed 
and often humbled by the level of 
dedication, talent, and perseverance 
shown by staff throughout the Group, 

especially during a year in which we 
were trying to drive such significant 
change. We believe that our teams 
are capable of accomplishing market 
leadership in our field, and much 
more. 

POTENTIAL

The road ahead 
We are working with the Ukrainian 
Government to amicably settle 
all claims and secure support 
in creating an environment in 
which JKX can execute its Field 
Development Plans, invest in gas 
production and assist Ukraine to 
achieve energy independence.

2016 began with some major changes 
at the board level, and uncertainty 
with regards to our future. Yet we 
endured that uncertainty, increased 
production, improved relationships 
with our stakeholders and have 
more focused teams with a clearer 
understanding of our organisational 
and technical challenges. We 
achieved some significant gains 
during 2016 but have also suffered 
some setbacks. With a renewed 
purpose, strategic focus and the right 
people in the right places, we enter 
2017 with optimism. 

Finally, I wish to thank all our 
shareholders and staff for their 
support of the Company and the 
new Board through this year of 
challenging transformation.  
We have achieved a significant 
amount in our first 12 months, 
but relish the challenges and 
opportunities that 2017 presents. 

Paul Ostling
Chairman

Paul Ostling
Chairman
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Legal and commercial 
environment in Ukraine

A new Board, a fresh 
perspective, a new strategy

Importing US technology 
and know-how into Ukraine…
what’s possible?

Ukraine’s Gas Champion 
– a foreign investor success 
story

High gas prices in UkraineDependence on gas 
imports, world-class geological 
potential

STRATEGIC REPORT

Strategic context

Ukraine
Our focus for growth is Ukraine.  
We have been in the region for 22 years 
and see a dynamic and exciting region 
with huge geological potential. This is how 
we see the landscape relating to JKX with 
its opportunities and challenges 
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In 2016, Ukraine imported more than 30% of its 
gas needs from abroad spending approximately 
US$2 billion on gas. In recent years imported gas 
has made up 40% of gas needs. This reliance on 
imports will continue for the foreseeable future.

To achieve the Ukrainian Government’s stated 
strategic goal of energy independence by 2020, 
it will need to boost its annual gas production by 
40% (from 20-28 billion cubic meters). 

Ukraine has the geological potential to achieve 
the Ukrainian Government’s stated goal of 
energy independence by 2020 and to become 
a major gas exporter to Europe by 2025. To 
achieve this, Ukraine desperately needs 
foreign investment and the latest US oil and gas 
technology and know-how.

Political uncertainty and 
outside influence

Ukrainian gas tax must 
be reduced to achieve energy 
independence by 2020

Due to the need to import gas from Europe, the 
industrial gas price in Ukraine remains one of 
the highest in the world. This has been the case 
since 2009 and the price remains approximately 
double the US gas price. 

In 2016, our gas realisations in Ukraine were 
$5.9/Mcf whereas the average gas price in the 
US was $2.5/Mcf.

In 2015, the Ukrainian gas market changed 
significantly due to the initiation of so called 
“reverse flow” capability from Europe. 

This new technical capability allows Ukraine 
to purchase gas from Europe and, rather than 
being completely dependent on Russia for 
imports, Ukraine can assess competing bids 
for gas imports from Gazprom on one side and 
European Energy Utilities on the other. As a 
result the gas price in Ukraine is based on the 
European hubs plus a significant transportation 
cost ($1/Mcf).

The gas production tax rate in Ukraine for non-
state gas producers is an uncompetitive 29%.

Production taxes in other European countries 
that are competing with Ukraine for foreign 
direct investment are significantly more 
attractive. For example, in Hungary and 
Slovakia, production tax rates for conventional 
hydrocarbons are 12% and 5% respectively, 
while in Poland the rate is less than 1%. 

It is difficult for international investors 
to justify diverting capital to gas projects 
in Ukraine when the tax regimes in other 
countries are considerably more favourable in 
terms of risks and returns.

Reducing gas production taxes is a critical 
step towards making Ukraine’s gas sector 
attractive for investors, which, in turn, will 
support the Government’s stated goal of energy 
independence. JKX will continue to work with 
the Government and other stakeholders in 2017 
to set the market conditions that are necessary 
to increase investment in the sector.

Until 2015 Russia had historically supplied all 
of Ukraine’s gas imports, but beginning in 2015, 
Ukraine started receiving natural gas imports 
from the European gas system. 

Recent gas import diversification has helped 
improve Ukraine’s energy security, but physical 
supplies still completely depend on Russia since 
it is Russian supply that provides a significant 
portion of the European gas system volumes. 
Due to its heavy reliance on Russian gas for its 
domestic energy needs, Ukraine remains within 
Russia’s sphere of influence.

Recent regional conflict has hampered 
further external investment in exploration 
and development of Ukraine’s significant gas 
potential in the short term.

Ukraine displays emerging market 
characteristics where the business 
environment is such that challenges may arise 
at any time in relation to the Group’s production, 
operations, licence history, compliance with 
licence commitments and/or local regulations. 

In addition, in the past, the Ukrainian 
Government has enacted new tax laws which 
are effective immediately but which are subject 
to varying interpretations and which may 
be applied retrospectively. Other difficulties 
that businesses operating in Ukraine have to 
overcome include a weak judicial system that is 
susceptible to outside influence and in a state of 
flux (see Risk Factors, pages 29 to 32).

Reforms are needed in Ukraine’s business 
environment to reduce entry barriers to new 
investors and to create a transparent level 
playing field for small private investors. Small 
and medium sized companies – innovative, 
flexible and with an appetite for risk – were 
the reason for the production surge in North 
America. Smaller independent companies 
are what Ukraine needs most to develop its 
plentiful, but often technologically challenging, 
gas potential.

In January 2016, a new US-led Board of  
Directors was voted in by shareholders 
at a General Meeting with the new Board 
promising a new focus and vision for JKX and 
with a mandate to boost shareholder value 
through improvements in efficiency, as well as 
technology and knowledge transfer from the  
US into Ukraine.

A new team of motivated and highly qualified 
western professionals have been engaged 
to work with our existing technical staff 
in Ukraine. This team now brings together 
professionals from London, Houston and our 
own local experts. This “brain” can now draw on 
extensive experience in new technologies used 
in similar fields in North America as well as 
decades of experience in our own markets.

In 1994, JKX’s Ukrainian operating  
subsidiary, Poltava Petroleum Company (‘PPC’), 
was the first oil and gas company with private 
ownership to be established in Ukraine and 
remains an established name in the region. 
We are now well positioned to enhance 
this reputation and make the Company the 
technology leader in the Ukrainian gas industry. 

While Ukraine’s gas production potential is very 
large, the next generation of Ukraine’s gas fields 
will be technically challenging and require both 
large investment and new technology, which is 
currently not available in Ukraine. 

Over the last 35 years, Ukraine’s gas production 
has remained stagnant. In contrast, after 
decades of stagnation, since 2005 annual gas 
production in the United States grew by 250 
billion cubic meters (a 50% increase) and drilling 
and completions efficiency increased by 15 times.

JKX’s new culture starts with asking “what’s 
possible?” rather than trying to achieve 
incremental improvements on what has been 
done before. 

North American fields analogous to the 
structure and depositional environment of 
JKX’s Rudenkivske field were identified. The 
experience and empirical data from these fields 
were used in the Company’s planning. These 
North American fields were also previously 
considered uneconomic, and have recently been 
successfully developed using advanced well 
construction and field development design.

The team we have assembled in Kiev, with 
significant experience of applying new technology 
to develop large, technically challenging fields, 
will enable us to apply the same approach to fields 
in Ukraine. 

 

Factors inside of our control:

JKX is well positioned to bring the capital 
and technology to help lead a gas production 
renaissance in Ukraine, similar to what was 
experienced in North America over the past 
decade. 

To attract investment, Ukraine needs 
action, not words, to create the necessary 
investment conditions. JKX will bring the 
capital and technology and reinvest its own 
cash flow to start the gas revolution, but the 
Ukrainian Government needs to do its part 
in creating a favourable investment climate, 
notwithstanding the other challenges that 
currently face the country.

JKX wants to be a foreign investor success story 
for others to follow.

Factors outside of our control:Driving factors:

DR I V ING FAC T OR S

FAC T OR S OU T SIDE 
OF OU R CON T ROL

FAC T OR S IN SIDE 
OF OU R CON T ROL
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STRATEGIC REPORT
Strategic context cont/

Russia
Russia remains a productive region for  
JKX and will continue to generate income 
to finance our growth plans.

STRATEGIC REPORT

Our business model

We invest in exploration 
for, and the appraisal and 
development of oil and  
gas fields. 

We generate revenue from 
production and sales of oil, 
gas, condensate and LPG. 
Cash flow generated from 
sales is invested into our 
three strategic priorities 
(pages 13 to 15) and key 
beneficiaries below.

Revenue 
generated from 

production 
and sales 

Excess cash is 
reinvested to 

grow production

Local community
$0.3 million plus employee 
time donated to charitable 

causes in Ukraine and Russia.

Employees
$16.0 million paid in wages 

and salaries. We provide 
jobs in developed, emerging 
and developing economies, 
creating local purchasing 

power and improving 
standards of living.

Suppliers
$40.5 million paid to suppliers 
for equipment, materials and 

services. Where possible, 
we purchase local goods 

and services and develop 
infrastructure that benefits 

entire communities.

Government
$35.3 million paid to national 

governments and local 
authorities. This includes 
production taxes, payroll 

taxes, corporate tax, net VAT, 
licences fees, land and utility 

taxes. Through payment of 
taxes we support local and 

national economies. 

Shareholders
No dividends were paid 

during 2016.

After many years of 
investment, our Russian 
gas plant, production and 
operations have stabilised. 
For the first time, during 
2016 the operation 
was cash flow positive 
and provided liquidity 
back to the Group. The 
Russian operation is a net 
contributor to the Group’s 
cash flow following a full 
review of the operations 
by the new Board and a 
cost reduction program. 
We will continue to focus 
on maximising cash 
generation from our 
Russian gas field through 
additional development, 
whilst reviewing other 
strategic and monetisation 
options.  

Sources for supply and demand figures:
1 Rosnedra
2 Central Dispatching Unit of the Energy Sector (TsDU TEK)

279 Bcf
Shortfall

 Gas production (Bcf) 1

 Gas consumption (Bcf) 2 

106

385

Why are we here? 

A demand for local gas 
In recent years, the south of Russia has seen a 
sustained increase in industrial gas demand. 
This is particularly true for the Krasnodar 
region where our Koshekhablskoye gas field is 
located.

Annual industrial consumption of gas in the 
Krasnodar and Adygea regions is more than four 
times local gas production. 

Part of the reason for this trend is the 
population growth (and hence energy demands) 
of Sochi – initially as an Olympic venue, but 
more latterly an expanding city and a favoured 
tourist destination. Gas is used locally in 
cement production, steel construction, glass 
manufacturing, heating and air conditioning. 

Lack of local supply 
In southern Russia, gas demands are partially 
met by transporting gas long distances (at high 
cost) from production centres in the north of 
Russia. 

Many historic Gazprom gas fields are now 
in decline. To replace lost production, most 
investment into gas fields is in the development 
of the Yamal peninsula gas fields which are 
more than 4,000km north of our gas reserves at 
Koshekhablskoye, Adygea in southern Russia. 

Forecast gas demand in 
southern Russia
Due to a rapid industrialisation in southern 
Russia in the past five years, by 2020 local gas 
demand is expected to double. 

 
Russia gas supply and demand 

Krasnodar-Adygea region annual production-
consumption gap (Bcf)

$1.00 (50%)

$0.18 (9%)

$0.82 (41%)

$0.95 (47%)

$0.17 (9%)

$0.88 (44%)

2015 2016

 Production costs
 Production taxes
 Net 

Competitive advantage 

First to move 
In 2007, we purchased the licence to  
rehabilitate and develop the Koshekhablskoye 
gas field in order to participate in the rapidly 
growing independent gas market. The 
Koshekhablskoye gas field, in the Republic of 
Adygea, southern Russia, is located in a region 
where gas resource is scarce, and there are high 
transportation costs from Russia’s main gas 
production area in the Yamal peninsula in the 
far north, some 4,000km away. 

Russian reserves 
At the end of 2016, the estimation of remaining 
2P reserves was 476.9 Bcf of gas and 0.8 MMbbl 
of oil (total 80.3 MMboe).

Our action to date
We have worked over five existing wells, 
installed a state-of-the-art Gas Processing 
Facility and expanded processing capacity to  
60 MMcfd (approximately 10,000 boepd). 

Russian gas market

Gas realisations 
The average annual increase in Russian gas 
prices since 2007 has been 18%. There was 
an official 1.95% increase in the regulated 
maximum gas price in 2016. However, following 
a renegotiation of our gas sales contract in 2016, 
we agreed a reduction of 9.5% to the price at 
which we sell our gas to our sole buyer in Russia 
in order to ensure consistency of cash flow in the 
face of debt recoverability issues for many gas 
providers and buyers in the region.   

Netback in Russia 
The gas production tax rate in southern Russia is 
9%, which is approximately one third of the rate 
in Ukraine (29%). The netback on our gas sold 
in Russia in 2016 was approximately $0.66/Mcf 
(based on a gas sales price of $1.49/Mcf) – a gross 
margin of 44%. 

Russia Netback analysis 

Southern Russia netback analysis gas (at $2/Mcf)

Outlook

Our historic well work-over costs in Russia are 
many times higher than similar wells in North 
America and the wells are deep and complex. 
In addition, Russian gas prices are controlled 
by the Government and remain at very low 
levels (compared to, for instance, the prices in 
Ukraine). These factors combined mean that it 
is very difficult to make a commercial return on 
capital investment in the further development 
of our Russian gas operations. 

Well workovers are planned at our Russian 
gas field in 2017, which we expect will result 
in a modest increase in monthly production 
by year-end. The deeper Callovian reservoirs, 
which are not yet tapped by existing wells, 
provide a significant growth opportunity, 
if the investment parameters for gas field 
development in Russia improve.

We will continue to revisit our investment 
analysis of identified projects before spending 
any significant additional capital in the field and 
are constantly reviewing monetisation options 
whether it be through improved cash flows 
and repatriation of funds to the Group, sale or 
another liquidity event.

Exploration
We have highly experienced 

in-house technical teams. 
JKX’s exploration activity is 

currently minimal.

Appraisal
We only base our decisions 

upon solid data not intuition 
or hunches ensuring our 

investments are based upon 
logical justifications.Development

We manage our field 
development based on 

‘what’s possible’ in petroleum 
engineering, physics and 

execution.

Production
JKX has engaged experts in 
latest drilling, completion 

and engineering technology 
from North America.
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“We’re well aware of the opportunity  
and step changes we face, we’re aiming to 
grow and that means an entirely different 
attitude. Not just getting a little better at 
what we do.”

STRATEGIC REPORT 

Chief Executive’s statement

TARGETS
Your Board was appointed in  
January 2016 with a straightforward 
strategy: remove obstacles to growth, 
plan development in a modern 
context using modern technology, 
finance and execute. We wanted 
to move the Company away from 
fighting various legal battles and 
back to the business of finding 
and producing hydrocarbons. That 
strategy translated into four main 
goals for the year:

1)  Resolve the Ukrainian 
production tax liabilities and 
the International Arbitration 
dispute, and restructure the 
inherited issues of the 2013 
Convertible Bond; 

2)  Reassess the assets and rebuild 
the Field Development Plans 
(’FDPs’) from primary data 
utilising latest generation 
development techniques and 
technologies;

3)  Obtain financing for the FDPs; 
and

4)  Improve operations and 
engineering, particularly in 
Ukraine, and build a team 
capable of world-class, high-
performance execution.

IMPROVEMENTS

Performance
During the year:

• average production increased 12% 
to 10,083 boepd (2015: 8,996 boepd);

• Field Development Plans were 
reconstructed and an enhancement 
program based on technical 
potential commenced. Results are 
positive;

• production has restarted in 
Hungary after three years of 
inactivity;

• short term Bond liabilities were 
renegotiated on favourable terms;

• the monetisation process of our 
Russian assets continues;

• the Group’s technical team was 
rebuilt and located in Ukraine; and 

• significant costs savings were 
implemented throughout the Group.

Despite the exceptional costs 
incurred by the Group’s non-core 
activity, I am pleased to report that 
the Group has maintained positive 
cash flow for the year, generating 
$17.0m of cash from operations. The 
exceptional administrative costs are 
detailed further in Note 19 to the 
financial information and discussed 
in the Financial Review.

Production 
Beginning in the second quarter, 
the Company has calculated the 
technical potential of existing well 
stock, matched that potential against 
current production, and worked 
to close gaps between actual and 
potential production in a continuous, 
systemic manner. This approach 
slowed the expected natural 
decline in gas production overall 
and increased oil production, and 
we expect further positive results 
in 2017. This approach will be the 
basis for managing well stock in our 
Company going forward. Further 
details of work completed during 
the year is provided in our Regional 
operations update on page 16.

Gas production in Russia was 30% 
higher at 36.1 MMcfd (2015: 27.7 
MMcfd) due to well-27 coming on line 
in late 2015 and successful workovers 
and maintenance throughout the 
year. Gas production in Ukraine was 
down 11% to 18.6 MMcfd (2015:  
21.1 MMcfd) due to the suspension of 
development drilling since 2015 and 
the natural decline in the fields, offset 
by enhancements. Oil production 
increased by 10% due to work-over 
activities on the existing well stock.

Ukraine
Average production in Ukraine was 
down 7% for the year at 4,001 boepd 
(2015: 4,325 boped). The suspension 
of development drilling in Ukraine 
since 2015 and minimal work-over 
activity led to significant declines in 
production. Arresting that decline 
and reversing the trend required the 

implementation of the enhancement 
program based on technical 
potential, a step-up of workover 
activities in the second half and has 
seen positive results as of this writing 
with a production increase of 9.9% 
month-on-month from January 2016 
to January 2017. 

Further details of work completed 
during the year is provided in our 
Regional operations update on  
page 16.

Russia 
Production and cash flow remains 
stable with work-over and acid 
treatments required on a regular 
basis to combat harsh conditions 
in our 5000m deep, HTHP wells. 
We will be replacing production 
strings with chrome tubing in some 
wells during 2017 which will result 
in more stable production and an 
ability to open chokes due to better 
control of temperature-related string 
expansion.

Average production from the 
Koshekhablskoye field was 
6,082 boepd (2015: 4,670 boepd). 
Periodic acid treatments have 
been performed during the year to 
maintain production rates in the four 
producing wells.

Hungary
In December, a sidetrack of the Hn-2 
well on our Hajdunanas field targeted 
the remaining Pannonian reservoir 
gas and the oil potential of the 
underlying Miocene volcanoclastic 
sequence. This was the first drilling 
operation completed in Hungary 
since JKX assumed operatorship in 
November 2014. 

The Hn-2ST well tested 1.5 MMcfd 
from the Pannonian Pegasus 
sands and 2.8 MMcfd from a lower 
Pannonian sand interval; the latter 
being a newly discovered productive 
horizon in the field. 

Gas sales commenced on 2 February 
2017 at an initial rate of 1.8 MMcfd, 
after a production and sales break of 
more than three years. 

 
STRATEGY

Field Development 
Plans (‘FDPs’) 
A crucial step to setting the Company 
on the path of growing shareholder 
value was the generation of new Field 
Development Plans. We rebuilt the 
development plans from primary 
geological and production data 
and with a ‘Texas’ economic and 
engineering perspective using the 
latest best practices in drilling and 
completions. The results were very 
encouraging and these FDPs have 
now given us a map from which we 
are able to identify exactly where 
future shareholder value will 
come from and what resources and 
personnel will be required to execute 
these plans. 

Ukraine
Perhaps most importantly for 
shareholders, the reconstruction 
of the Field Development Plans has 
revealed that using a modern, North 
American development approach for 
the Rudenkivske field could realise 
over $3bn of gas sales at today’s 
prices. While this is obviously easier 
said than done, the size of this prize 
more than justifies the challenges 
facing our team on the surface.

The Rudenkivske field is estimated 
to contain 2.8 trillion cubic feet of 
gas in place (2C). Utilising modern 
development and completion 
techniques could result in the 
production of as much as 600 
billion cubic feet of gas over the 
field’s lifetime. Analogous fields 
to Rudenkivske’s structure and 
depositional environment in North 
America were identified and their 
experience and empirical data were 
used in the Company’s planning. 

Tom Reed
Chief Executive Officer

We achieved most of our goals and 
made significant progress with our 
plan to restore shareholder value to 

JKX. We did not achieve all of our 
plans however. Financing particularly 
remains difficult for the Company 
for a variety of reasons. Financing 
our development plans in the most 
accretive way per share is a primary 
focus for the team in 2017 and we will 
keep you posted on results.
We have set the stage for financing 
and growth by providing both a 
clear plan and managing inherited 
liabilities. We have restructured and 
extended the convertible bond term 
for an additional three years, reached 
a decision in the Hague on our 
inherited arbitration conflict with the 
Government of Ukraine, rebuilt the 
Field Development Plans for Russia 
and Ukraine, removed needless costs 
and formed a new execution team.

Whilst we now have the international 
arbitration result, it was much delayed 
in coming and we are yet to settle that 
case with the Government of Ukraine. 
For this and other reasons, financing 
the development plan remains a work-
in-progress. These are the two major 
challenges outstanding after our first 
12 months.  
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These North American fields 
were also previously considered 
uneconomic, and have recently 
been successfully developed using 
advanced well construction and field 
development design. 

The full field development model for 
the Rudenkivske field includes 135 
wells over ten years and results in 
plateau production of approximately 
110 million standard cubic feet per 
day (18,300 barrels of oil equivalent 
per day). Total capital investment 
over the same period is currently 
estimated at US$660 million, much 
of which could be financed from 
operating cash flow. 

The primary risk to this development, 
we should state, is the heterogeneity 
of the gas-bearing sand lenses and 
the actual net to gross ratio between 
sand and shale layers. Both are below 
the resolution of available seismic 
data. Large volume, low-viscosity 
fracturing maximizes our chances of 
overcoming both of these challenges, 
and initial wells will be studied 
carefully to improve our knowledge.

In the fourth quarter, the Company 
began to implement an enhancement 
program for the Rudenkivske field 
in Ukraine with the workover of 
well NN16, which was completed 
on 6 November. Initial peak hourly 
production from NN16 was 16.4 
MMcfd of gas and 467 boepd of 
condensate on a 48/64ths” choke 
(3,200 boepd total) but has since 
declined. Gas lift is currently being 
implemented at well NN16 to restore 
production and increase overall 
recovery.

In December well NN47, located in 
the north of the field, tested gas and 
condensate from the V-25 interval 
in the Visean sands - the main 
focus of the FDP. The well tested an 
initial maximum rate of 16.9 MMcfd 
and 668 boepd of condensate on a 
137/64th” choke prior to declining to 
11.5 MMcfd of gas and 255 boepd of 
condensate within 36 hours. More 
information will be provided once 
production rate has stabilised.

These enhancement projects, in 
addition to providing increased 
production, are also providing 
valuable data that will further refine 
our development plan for the field.

Monetisation of 
Russian and Hungarian 
assets 
Russia
The FDP for our Russian gas field 
resulted in increased 2P reserves at 
the end of the year mainly due to the 
addition of reserves attributable to a 
new Callovian well, which is planned 
for 2018. The recommended vertical 
well location intersects a predicted 
porous reservoir within the Lower 
Callovian (V), Upper Callovian (I-IV), 
and Oxfordian reservoirs. Good well 
control and seismic data provided 
high confidence that at least one 
gas target will be productive. Net 
pay maps have revealed volumes 
previously not accounted for by 
material balance. The full potential 
of this well is currently booked 
in resources, and will migrate to 
reserves based on the results of 
drilling the Callovian well.

Hungary
Following the sale of a 50% interest 
in a small, early stage gas discovery 
in June, JKX operates six Mining 
Plots (production licences) in Hungary 
covering 200 sq km in which it has a 
100% equity interest.

A reassessment of all of our 
Hungarian licenses is underway 
and a new FDP for the Hajdunanas 
field will be produced in 1H 2017. 
In addition, JKX continues to seek 
a farm-in partner to participate 
in the further development of the 
Group’s remaining Hungarian licence 
interests.

Slovakia 
In the Svidnik, Medzilaborce, Snina 
and Pakostov exploration licences 
in the Carpathian fold belt in north 
east Slovakia (JKX 25%), the Operator 
(DiscoveryGeo) had planned to 
drill two prospects in 2016 but a 
combination of revised permitting 
procedures and local activist 
opposition has delayed well location 
permitting and construction. The 
Operator now hopes to spud the first 
well of a larger three well programme 
in 2017.

MINDSET

Teams, operations and 
efficiencies
A new integrated technical team 
has been assembled in Kiev which 
includes eight new staff with 
wide ranging expertise in the 
latest equipment, technology and 
practices in engineering, geology 
and operations, mainly from North 
America. These appointments have 
greatly improved our engineering 
capacity and our operational teams 
in Ukraine have been challenged 
with a new organisational structure, 
guiding principles and technical/
economic approach for 2017. 
Progress is good so far, and evolving 
our culture to match our high-
performance peers in North America 
will be a major project for our 
Company in 2017.

POTENTIAL

The road ahead
2017 will be the year in which we 
resume development operations in 
Ukraine. We have a few remaining 
legacy challenges to overcome first, 
but the technical plans, execution 
team and facilities are already in 
place. The prize is enormous.

In Russia we will continue to seek 
ways to monetize the asset, and 
macroeconomics and international 
political conditions have improved 
considerably for both Russia and 
Russian gas. We hope to have more 
success in monetization this year.

In Hungary and Slovakia we will 
continue to develop our fields on an 
opportunistic basis, depending on 
available financing, and conduct 
a detailed re-assessment of our 
development plans there based on 
our side-track results.

On the corporate level, we continue 
to mitigate short-term liabilities 
and seek financing for operations. 
Progress was significant in 2016, and 
we intend to finalize our corporate 
issues during the course of this year.

On 6 February 2017, the international 
arbitration tribunal issued its Award 
on the Company’s claims against 
Ukraine and ruled that Ukraine was 
found not to have violated its treaty 
obligations in respect of excessive 
levying of production taxes, but 
awarded the Company damages of 
approximately $11.8 million plus 
interest, and costs of $0.3 million in 
relation to subsidiary claims. While 
disappointed with the overall result, 
the end of this arbitration presents us 
with an opportunity to settle terms 
with the Government if Ukraine 

Tom Reed
Chief Executive Officer

STRATEGIC REPORT
Chief Executive’s statement cont/

and agree to terms under which the 
Company can drop its various legal 
strategies and get back to drilling for 
oil and gas.  

We remain involved in litigation in 
Ukraine and have made provisions 
against potential liabilities arising 
from separate court proceedings 
over the amount of production taxes 
paid, which total approximately 
$33.9 million (including interest 
and penalties, see Note 27 to the 
consolidated financial statements). 
While we continue to contest these 
claims through the Ukrainian legal 
system, we also feel it appropriate to 
fully provide for the liabilities.

Once we have mitigated the Group’s 
short-term litigation risks with the 
Ukrainian Government, development 
drilling in Ukraine will recommence 
and we will seek sources of capital to 
expand and accelerate the drilling 
campaign.

The process of monetisation of our 
Russian asset continues, which 
includes maximising cash generation 
and cost-cutting and the repatriation 
of surplus funds. We will update 
shareholders as soon as appropriate 
with specific progress.

The Board continues to believe that 
the Company has great potential 
given its current geological, physical 
and human assets. We have an 
exceptionally talented team from 
the board room to the rigs, and I am 
personally proud to be associated 
with such a group of individuals and 
optimistic on our future.

I wish to thank all the JKX staff 
for their support and professional 
performance and thank our 
shareholders for their ongoing 
confidence in our team and our 
strategy.

NEW CULTURAL APPROACH

Motivated high 
performing team.
JKX’s strategy requires people 
who are experienced in using best-
in-class development know-how, 
equipment and technology.

Strategic priorities 

COMMUNICATION

Extreme transparency 
in all communications
Extreme transparency builds trust 
between all stakeholders and is key 
to attracting new investors. 

PRODUCTION

Highly effective, 
profitable production.
We will continue to develop our fields 
based on what’s possible in the world 
of petroleum engineering, physics 
and execution.

By 2020, to become the  
Ukrainian gas industry champion 
in production, business practice, 
transparency and technology –
the location of choice, for foreign 
investment in exploration and 
production.
To monetise our assets in Russia, 
Hungary and Slovakia.

STRATEGIC REPORT

Our objective
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STRATEGIC REPORT

Strategic priorities

NEW CULTURAL APPROACH

Motivated high 
performing team 

New strategy – formulation  
and definition
From February 2016 onwards, 
the new Board undertook a 
comprehensive review of all of JKX’s 
fields, assets and staff in order to 
redefine and refocus JKX’s strategy. 

To support the new strategy, Field 
Development Plans (‘FDPs’) for all our 
operated licences were rebuilt with 
the assistance of several technical 
advisers having a broad range of 
global and regional expertise.

Significantly more detail on these 
opportunities and our plans is 
provided on pages 8 to 10. 

Company values and guiding 
principles have been defined (see 
page 13) to underpin our objective 
and strategy.

The following pages define JKX’s 
strategic priorities and sets out our 
progress, performance, outlook and 
risks associated with each priority.

Why is having the best team important?
JKX’s reconstructed Field Development 
Plans (‘FDPs’) demonstrate the potential 
for a significant increase in production at 
our Ukrainian fields. To execute the FDPs 
successfully requires teams who are experienced 
in using best-in-class development know-how, 
equipment and technology, but who are able to 
apply it within our specific geographies.

The key to achieving and successfully executing 
the FDPs is to ensure that we have a whole new 
cultural approach based on ‘what’s possible’ in 
the world of petroleum engineering, physics, 
and execution, rather than trying to achieve 
incremental improvements on what has been 
done previously. We use the best people to create 
motivated, high-performing teams, and these 
teams apply new, up-to-date technical and 
business practices, incuding the application 
of world-class health and safety standards in 
everything we do.

How we go about creating the best team
JKX has set Group-wide values and guiding 
principles to follow in everything that we do.  
A continuing priority of the Board is to 
strengthen corporate culture with a focus 
on transparency, inclusivity and individual 
responsibility, with a tolerance for individual 
error so long as it leads to continuous 
improvement.

Our best teams will come from the participation 
in internal and external training and 
development programs for current JKX staff 
which will demonstrate what’s possible from 
using latest technology, and from engaging new 
staff who have experience of applying North 
American techniques and can apply them to our 
fields in Ukraine. We have engaged experts in 
the latest drilling, engineering and sub-surface 
technology, mainly from North America, to join 
our local staff and ensure that best practice is 
applied in all parts of the FDP execution. 

We aim to attract and retain the best people 
by offering attractive remuneration packages 
and working environments, and by providing 
daily challenges and opportunities for 

On 28 January 2016, the entire Board of 
JKX changed. The new Board brought a new 
perspective and different ideas on how to restore 
shareholder value at JKX. Therefore, through most 
of 2016, JKX’s strategy, its strategic priorities and 
performance measures were changing from those 
defined by previous management and documented 
in the 2015 Annual Report.

Summary FDP results by country

personal development. We support our staff 
with appropriate health and safety systems to 
maintain our strong health and safety culture 
throughout the Group (see pages 22 to 24)

Progress in 2016
The London head office staff numbers were 
reduced and a new integrated technical team has 
been assembled in Kiev. The new team includes 
eight new staff with wide ranging expertise in 
the latest equipment, technology and practices 
in engineering, geology and operations.

We have moved to a larger office in Kiev 
which has an attached training facility which 
was completed and used for the first time in 
February 2017. 

Remuneration packages have been reviewed 
and bonus elements restructured to incorporate 
increased reward for the exceptional 
achievements of individuals, teams and the 
Group as a whole. This effort will continue 
throughout 2017 assisted by new HR 
professionals employed in both Kiev and Poltava.

JKX’s organizational structure has been 
redefined as has its values, guiding principles 
and individual behaviours. 

Values – the non-negotiable promises we make 
to the world. 

Guiding principles – the principles we follow to 
achieve our goals.

Individual behaviours – the commitments we 
make to each other and the standards by which 
we will measure each other’s performance. 

A Cultural Change Program has been planned 
and implemented by the Board which includes 
training and education targets for staff at all our 
operations. This program requires the Executive 
Board and senior London-based staff to travel 
to our operations more frequently to deliver 
elements of the Cultural Change Program 
across all local teams – technical, finance and 
legal. These frequent visits to our operations 
in Ukraine and Russia by the Board and senior 
staff is a significant change in approach to 
internal communications and culture and will 
generate a multiplier-effect, resulting in local 

staff taking up the continuous improvement  
and development responsibilities.

A Cultural Change Implementation group has 
been set up and a HR Manager engaged in Kiev 
to ensure that all staff are engaged, understand 
how they can demonstrate these changes and 
what it means to them individually.

In December, Viktor Gladun was appointed 
as the General Director of JKX’s Ukrainian 
operating subsidiary, Poltava Petroleum 
Company. Viktor has more than 13 years’ 
experience of working in the energy industry 
in Ukraine. To support Viktor, Igor Kravchenko 
has been appointed as the new Chief Lawyer 
at PPC. Igor has significant experience of the 
Ukrainian legal process and previously worked 
for a US law firm. These appointments together 
with the strong leaders we already had in place, 
have significantly strengthened the Poltava 
management team and material improvements 
in execution, culture and working practices are 
evident on a daily basis. 

Outlook
We are in the process of implementing a more 
transparent performance management system 
for all staff which includes defining personal 
objectives, increasing the proportion of 
performance-based payments in remuneration 
packages and ensuring that compensation and 
benefits remain high when compared with our 
peers. We have implemented this for senior staff 
and expect to have this in place by the end of 
2017 for all remaining employees.

The Cultural Change Program will continue 
through 2017 as will the education and training 
programs designed to further embed our Values, 
Guiding Principles and Individual Behaviours in 
everything that we do. We will report progress in 
our operational updates throughout 2017.

The new training facility in our Kiev office 
will be used in training our staff in world-class 
practices in engineering, geology and operations.

Risks
The FDPs are technically complex and require 
application of latest drilling, completion and 

1

Ukraine: a large-scale field 
development opportunity exists 
within our existing Rudenkivske 
licence which includes 135 wells over 
ten years and results in plateau gas 
production of approximately  
110 million standard cubic feet per 
day (18,300 barrels of oil equivalent 
per day). We have also identified 
numerous enhancement projects 
on our other fields which we have 
already started to execute.

Russia: operations, production and 
cash flow are now stable in Russia. 
Production can be increased in 2017 
with several well workovers to the 
Oxfordian reservoir. Significant 
improvements in production can be 
obtained from a single well to the 
deeper Callovian reservoir which 
would intersect predicted porous 
reservoirs within the Lower Callovian 
(V), Upper Callovian (I-IV), and 
Oxfordian horizons. 

Hungary and Slovakia: appraisal 
and exploration potential exists but 
smaller in size, scale and cost when 
compared with the opportunities in 
Ukraine and Russia. Regardless, a 
sidetrack operation was successfully 
executed in late 2016 and production 
flowed from our Hungarian asset in 
February 2017 for the first time in 
three years.

Guiding principles
• Targeting technical potential
• Extreme transparency
• Personal responsibility
• Meritocracy
• Data driven decision making
• Tolerance to honest mistakes
 
Individual behaviour
• Take personal ownership
• Speak up
• Make decisions and own them
• Look for solutions, not problems
• Be courageous about initiatives 

Values
• Integrity
• Respect
• Humility

NEW STRATEGY

Strategy relaunch

KPIs

Staff turnover

9%

All Injury Frequency Rate

Zero

Lost Time Injuries 

Zero

‘The key to achieving and 
successfully executing the 
FDPs is to ensure that we 
have a whole new cultural 
approach based on ‘what’s 
possible’ in the world of 
petroleum engineering, 
physics, and execution, ‘

Individual behaviour
The commitments we make to 
each other and the standards 

by which we will measure each 
other’s performance. 

Learning and skills exchange
The training we receive, personal 

development experienced, and new 
skills developed.

Measurement, reward and recognition
The personal goals we set, remuneration we 

give,working environment we provide.

Guiding principles 
The principles we follow to 

achieve our goals.I N T E G R I T Y
R E S P E C T

H U M I L I T Y

engineering technologies used in North America. 
Some of the latest technologies needed to 
successfully execute the FDPs are not available 
in Ukraine and will need to be imported. 

The scale of the FDPs, in particular the 
Rudenkivske full-field development, by far 
exceeds what has been achieved before by JKX.

Just doing our job better will not be enough to 
achieve success with the FDPs. There needs to 
be a significant improvement in performance 
throughout the business. The task requires our 
staff to change the way they think and operate, 
which can be a difficult and time-consuming 
process. In order to achieve a 10x increase in 
deliverables, a 10x increase in execution, team-
work and problem solving is required.
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COMMUNICATION

Extreme 
transparency in all 
communications , 
both internal and 
external

Why is extreme transparency in 
communications important?
Extreme transparency builds trust between 
JKX and all of its stakeholders, in particular 
staff, shareholders and governments. Extreme 
transparency is key to attracting new investors. 
Transparency is achieved by most public 
companies simply by following the disclosure 
guidelines. Extreme transparency can only be 
achieved by stepping beyond those guidelines 
and reporting all relevant information, both 
positive and negative.

How we go about it
Extreme transparency is one of JKX’s guiding 
principles which we expect all staff to follow. 
We expect extreme transparency to become 
embedded within our new staff culture with 
staff encouraged to openly express ideas that 
help to build a better business.

We want our stakeholders to understand how 
and why key decisions are made. 

In all our external communications, we aim 
to provide information that exceeds the 
compliance requirements of being a London-
listed company. 

Our target is to provide regular updates about 
the Company’s progress with an open and frank 
explanation of risks and potential liabilities, 
reporting performance, failures and major risks 
as they arise.  

We will disclose what we can about our plans to 
overcome the Company’s many challenges. 

Progress in 2016
In February 2016, JKX commenced detailed 
quarterly operational updates to the market 
followed by monthly production reports starting 
in November 2016.

In these reports and other market 
announcements, we have been as open and 
honest as we can on all material matters, in 
particular with regard to our litigation risks as 
we continue to defend our position through the 
complex Ukrainian court system.

The Board has had “Town Hall” meetings with 
staff in UK and Ukraine in 2016 and will expand 
this practice during 2017. The Executive Board 
has visited our operations in Russia and Ukraine 
15 times in total during 2016 to deepen their 
understanding of the operations and to share 
their strategic plans with staff.

Outlook
Through our regular frank and open 
communications we hope to rebuild investor 
confidence and trust in JKX with both current 
and future stakeholders, in particular 
shareholders, staff and governments.

The monthly production reports and quarterly 
operational updates will continue, as will 
regular “Town Hall” meetings with all our staff 
in Ukraine, Russia and UK.

The Board’s priority for 2017 is to expand and 
improve JKX’s communications with all its 
stakeholders through new channels, events 
and media. The communication will be focused 
on transparent reporting of operational and 
financial performance and open reporting 
on our challenges and the major risks to our 
business.  

Risks
Too much communication could result in 
communication fatigue such that our audience 
tires from JKX’s information overload and as 
a result important matters may be missed by 
readers.

In addition, if we do not deliver on commitments 
that we have been communicating voluntarily 
through our extreme transparency principle, 
it may damage the trust that we have with our 
stakeholders.

2

“In these reports and other 
market announcements, 
we have been as open 
and honest as we can on 
all material matters, in 
particular with regard to 
our litigation risks as we 
continue to defend our 
operations through the 
weak Ukrainian court 
system.”

PRODUCTION

Highly effective, 
profitable 
production 

Why is profitable production important?
Profitable production growth from our 
fields will increase our revenue, profits and 
shareholder value. Our future production profile 
underpins the value of the Group. It should be 
noted that 99% and 81% of our total production 
in Russia and Ukraine, respectively, is gas. 

How we go about improving production 
profitably
We manage our operations and field 
development based on ‘what’s possible’ in the 
world of petroleum engineering, physics, 
and execution, not based on what happened 
last year or the year before, or what the local 
drilling rig is currently capable of doing. By 
targeting maximum engineering performance, 
and dealing with the local and technical 
shortcomings as they arise, we create a world-
class performance organisation and ensure 
profitability is maximised in the long term. 

JKX’s Field Development Plans (‘FDPs’) were 
reconstructed in 2016. The FDPs show that JKX 
has the geological resources to significantly 
increase production. 

In Ukraine, the FDPs focus on significantly 
increasing production by unlocking the 
potential of the Rudenkivske gas field, which 
was previously considered uneconomic, 
by applying latest drilling, completion and 
engineering technologies that are used in North 
America. 

Our approach is to execute the FDPs using 
experts in latest drilling, engineering and 
sub-surface technology from North America to 
work with our staff in the application of latest 
technology and best practice. 

The appraisal phase of the FDP is economically 
attractive and will allow for field evaluation 
through low cost workover and stimulation 
of existing wells and to generate cash flow to 
partially fund the full field development (‘FFD’).

As well as operating efficiently, it is vital that we 
also operate safely and responsibly (see pages 22 
to 28).

Progress in 2016
A new Board was appointed at JKX on 28 January 
2016. After visiting the Group’s main assets 
within 30 days of its appointment, the Executive 
Board engaged several North American 
technical advisers with a broad range of global 
and regional expertise to work with JKX’s 
technical teams to reconstruct the FDPs.

In 2016, JKX’s FDPs were rebuilt by reviewing 
and correlating primary technical data with 
current production and by applying modern 
development and completion techniques such as 
those used in North America. 

In Ukraine, this work has focused on unlocking 
the potential of the Rudenkivske gas field which 
was previously considered uneconomic. 

According to the reconstructed FDP, the 
Rudenkivske field is estimated to contain  
2.8 trillion cubic feet of gas in place (2C). 
Utilizing modern development and completion 
techniques could result in the production of as 
much as 600 billion cubic feet of gas over the 
field’s lifetime and incremental production of up 
to 24,000 boepd. 

In 2016, production increased by 12.1% to  
10,083 boepd with minimal capital expenditure 
of $5.7m.

Our health, safety and environmental 
performance has improved in 2016. See pages 22 
to 28 for more detail.

Outlook
The appraisal phase of the Ukrainian FDP is 
continuing. This includes well enhancements 
(perforations) to gain experience of working 
over old wells, testing FDP hypotheses and 
gathering data. We will continue to report FDP 
progress in our quarterly operational updates 
through 2017.

In 2017 we expect to complete regulatory 
approvals, commercial agreements and secure 
a rig and frac fleet to fracture some carefully 
selected legacy wells.

The FFD model for JKX’s Rudenkivske field in 
Ukraine includes 135 wells over ten years and 
results in plateau production of approximately 

110 million standard cubic feet per day (18,300 
barrels of oil equivalent per day). Total capital 
investment over the same period is currently 
estimated at US$660 million, although this is 
subject to both upward and downward revision 
as we continue the appraisal work. 

In Russia, two tubing replacements are planned 
in 2017. One of these, well-5, is currently shut-
in and once completed will bring additional 
production capability at the plant.

Risks
Production in the FDP is based on assumptions 
about the future performance of our oil and gas 
reservoirs. These are estimates based on a risk-
based approach using past production and sub-
surface data collected using various recognised 
techniques.

These reservoirs may not perform as expected, 
exposing the Group to lower profits and less cash 
to fund planned development.

Development and improving profitable 
production exposes us to a wide range of 
significant health, safety, security and 
environmental risks. On a daily basis, there is a 
risk of the loss of containment of hydrocarbons 
and other hazardous material, as well as the risk 
of fires, explosions or other incidents. 

We have not drilled a well in Ukraine in several 
years and never in Russia. FFD will depend on 
results from the appraisal phase, the ability to 
reduce well costs, and the willingness of the 
Ukrainian Government to improve investment 
climate, in particular, to reduce gas production 
taxes.

3

“We manage our operations 
and field development 
based on ‘what’s possible’ 
in the world of petroleum 
engineering, physics, and 
execution, not based on 
what happened last year or 
what the local drilling rig 
can do.”

STRATEGIC REPORT
Strategic priorities cont/

Staff
A new staff culture where 

staff are encouraged to 
express ideas that help to 

build a better business.

Decision making
We want our stakeholders to 
understand how and why key 

decisions are made. 

Updates
We will provide and open explanation 
of risks and potential liabilities, and 

report performance, failures and major 
risks as they arise.

Stakeholders
Regular frank and open 

communications we hope to 
rebuild investor confidence 

and trust in JKX.

Rudenkivske field 
Rudenkivske field is estimated to 

contain 2.8 trillion cubic feet of gas 
in place.

US GAS EXTRACTION HAS 
BECOME UP TO 33X MORE 

EFFECTIVE OVER 
THE LAST 10 

YEARS

Production plateau 1.1 bcma
The FDP model for JKX’s Rudenkivske field 
in Ukraine includes 135 wells drilled over 

ten years and results in plateau production 
of approximately 110 million standard cubic 
feet per day (18,300 barrels of oil equivalent 

per day).

Safe working practice
It is vital that we also operate 

safely and responsibly, we 
see it as part of every day 

operational effectiveness.

Recoverable reserves 17 bcm
Rudenkivske field – The 

FDP approved by DeGolyer 
& McNaughton includes 

recoverable reserves  
of 17 bcm.

KPIs

Number of all-staff “Town 
Hall” meetings held by 
Executive Board in Ukraine, 
Russia and UK

3

Total announcements to the 
London Stock Exchange

37

Presentations by the Board 
and senior management at 
external industry events

8

KPIs

Production volumes

10,083 boepd
12.1%

Production costs

$5.38 per boe
27.8%

Group profit/(loss)  
(pre-exceptional items)

$(7.5)m
71%

Operating cash flow

$17.0m
33.1%
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GROUP PRODUCTION

In 2016 Group average 
production was 10,083 
boepd (2015: 8,996 boepd), 
comprising 54.7 MMcfd of 
gas (2015: 48.7 MMcfd) and  
967 bpd of oil and 
condensate (2015: 871 bpd), 
an overall increase in 
production of 12%. 
 

UKRAINE

Novomykolaivske 
licences
Production
Average production from the Novomykolaivske 
group of fields in 2016 was 2,553 boepd 
(2015: 2,611 boepd) comprising 10.0 MMcfd 
of gas (2015: 10.9 MMcfd) and 879 bpd of oil 
and condensate (2015: 794 bpd). Despite the 
cancellation of all development expenditure 
since early 2015, oil production increased by 
11% in 2016 while gas production decreased by 
8%, although the decline in gas production has 
to be viewed in the context of a declining field 
and lack of an effective development plan in the 
first half of the year. We have implemented an 
enhancement program targeting the technical 
potential of existing well stock which has 
resulted in the increase in oil production and 
enabled a smaller reduction in gas production 
than would otherwise have been the case. The 
decline in gas is mainly attributed to a year on 
year natural decline of 1.5 MMcfd observed in 
the Ignativske field.

Development and drilling
No drilling took place in 2016 as the new board 
focused on rebuilding Field Development Plans 
(‘FDPs’) using global best practices, including 
drilling, fracturing and completion techniques 
from North America. Several technical advisors 
with a broad range of global and regional 
expertise were engaged. 

The FDP for Ukraine identifies a technical 
solution to potentially unlock approximately 
600 billion cubic feet of recoverable gas 
reserves previously considered uneconomic 
at the Rudenkivske gas field in addition to 
significant enhanced oil recovery opportunities 
in existing fields. 

Consultants DeGolyer 
& MacNaughton (‘D&M’) 
conducted an evaluation of 
the Group’s reserves and 
resources position as at 
31 December 2016 and a 
summary is presented in 
the tables below. 

Work commenced on the initial stages of the 
FDP, including the acquisition and preparation 
of existing wellbores for stimulation, and the 
re-start of water injection into Ignativske. 
Production optimisation operations continued 
with the TW-100 and the recently leased Cooper 
LTO-550 and ZJ-20 workover rigs and rigless 
interventions.

• As part of the re-start of the Ignativske pilot 
waterflood project in the first half of last 
year, re-pressurisation of IG138 occurred 
in July. This led to the opening of the well 
in August and production of 5.5 Mstb of oil 
in the following two months. An electrical 
submersible pump was sourced for IG110 
which will enable injection to be increased to 
10,000 bbls/d as part of the FDP. 

• A cement plug over the T2 and Devonian 
Sands was drilled out in IG-132, which resulted 
in a significant increase in production. 
Initial rates were over 1,100 bbls/d and total 
incremental production was 96 Mstb of oil and 
129 MMcf of gas. 

• In the Movchanivske North Field M171 was 
worked over to deepen the gas lift, followed by 
M153 where additional perforations were also 
added. Both of these projects were as a result 
of the newly generated enhancement list and 
both added to oil production quickly and with 
minimal investment.

• Rigless interventions included velocity string 
installations in M155, M157, M159, M162, 
M167, and IG106. In addition, a plunger lift 
system was installed in M160. All of these 
installations increased gas and condensate 
production quickly and with minimal 
investment.

• Successful re-entry of two old leased wells, 
NN16 and NN47, was completed in the 
Rudenkivske field. NN16 recovered a total of 
100 MMcf of gas and 1.9 Mstb of condensate 
from the Devonian horizon in the southern 
part of the field. At the year end, NN47 had 
recovered a total of 37 MMcf of gas and  
1.7 Mstb of condensate from the Visean 
horizon in the Northern part of the field. The 
success of both of these projects was due to the 
use of modern perforating technologies. 

• Work started on 19R to prepare the well for 
fracturing in 2017 as outlined in the FDP. 

• Wireline operations have focussed on the 
clearance of wax and salt build up in the 
production tubing of a number of wells.  
A sustained programme of wax clearance has 
stabilised oil production.

Production facilities 
Operations at the main processing facility, the 
LPG plant and the oil loading facility continued 
smoothly throughout the year. A new water 
treatment vessel was installed at the main 
processing facility. Minor piping modifications 
continue to enhance production. A routine annual 
plant shutdown of 2 days for maintenance was 
successfully completed in September.

Improvements at the oil loading terminal 
included an upgrade of the fire protection 
system and the installation of an additional 
loading point to enable loading of road tankers 
in addition to rail cars. 

Elyzavetivske 
production licence
Production
Average production from the Elyzavetivske 
field in 2016 was 1,448 boepd (2015: 1,715 boepd) 
comprising 8.6 MMcfd of gas (2015: 10.1 MMcfd) 
and 23 bpd of condensate (2015: 29 bpd), an 
overall 16% decrease in production. 

Development and drilling
There was no drilling activity on the 
Elyzavetivske field during the year 
although new field development plans on the 
Elyzavetivske field and West Mashivska licence 
were completed.

Production facilities 
The Elyzavetivske production facility continues 
to operate efficiently and there have been no 
further changes. 

RUSSIA

Koshekhablskoye 
licence
Production
Average production from the Koshekhablskoye 
field in 2016 was 6,082 boepd (2105: 4,670 boepd) 
comprising 36.1 MMcfd of gas (2015: 27.7 MMcfd) 
and 65 bpd (2015: 48 bpd) of condensate, a 30% 
increase on the average for 2015. This increase is 
due mainly to full year of production from well-
27 which came back on line in late 2015. 

Licence obligations
The Group’s Russian operating subsidiary 
Yuzhgazenergie (‘YGE’) maintains a regular 
dialogue with Rosnedra, the licencing authority, 
to ensure that the authorities are kept abreast 
with progress on the field development and 
the associated exploration and reserves 
determination commitments. 

Rosnedra, is fully aware that there are 
certain licence commitments under YGE’s 
Koshekhablskoye licence which have not been 
met and have issued YGE with notices to this 
effect. YGE is addressing these issues and 
expects to resolve them in 2017.

Development and drilling
After completion of the well-27 workover at the 
end of 2015, there were no additional workover 
activities in 2016. Routine acid treatment has 
been carried out using coiled tubing on the main 
producing wells. 

Production from well-20 has declined from  
17.5 MMcfd to 14.1 MMcfd through the year 
without any additional acid stimulation. During 
a routine wireline operation in the middle of 
the year a fish was lost in the hole which has 
prevented further acid stimulation taking 
place, but despite this production has remained 
relatively stable. 

The north flank well-25 has been producing 
gas at rates between 5.5-12.4 MMcfd with three 
acid treatments in the year. Well-27 has been 
producing gas at rates between 8.3–12.2 MMcfd 
on a monthly average basis, having required eight 
acid treatments through the year. The deep east-
flank well-15 continues to produce approximately 
0.6 MMcfd on a monthly average basis.

Production facilities 
There were no changes to the facilities in 2016. 
An unscheduled shutdown of the plant in May 
was prolonged in order to complete the annual 
maintenance which had originally been planned 
for later in the year. 

Reserves audit 
A reserves audit was carried out by Degoyler  
and MacNaughton in 2016 which increased total 
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Reserves and resources

2P reserves for the field to 80.3 MMboe (2015: 
66.1 MMboe). Proved reserves have been slightly 
reduced, due to higher resolution geological 
modeling showing slightly less drainage area. 
Probable reserve categories have increased due 
to the addition of reserves attributable to a new 
Callovian well, which is planned for 2018, and 
net pay maps revealing volumes previously not 
accounted for by material balance. 

HUNGARY
JKX now operates the following six new Mining 
Plots (production licences) in Hungary covering 
200 sq km and which are 100% owned by 
Riverside Energy Kft, the Company’s wholly-
owned Hungarian subsidiary:

Hajdunanas IV 28 sq km
Hajdunanas V 7 sq km
Tiszavasvari IV 41 sq km
Emod V 100 sq km
Pely I 18 sq km
Jaszkiser II 6 sq km

The licence terms enable JKX to carry out 
appraisal and development activity over a  
30 year period.

Hajdunanas field
Production from the Hajdunanas and Gorbehaza 
Fields in north east Hungary, which form the 
Hajdunanas IV Mining Plot, was suspended by 
the previous operator in 2013. 

In December, a sidetrack of the Hn-2 well was 
started to access the remaining Pannonian 
reservoir gas and to test the oil potential of the 
underlying Miocene volcanoclastic sequence, 
which was previously productive in the Hn-1 
well. This was the first drilling operation 
completed since JKX assumed operatorship in 
November 2014. 

The Hn-2ST well tested 1.5 MMcfd from the 
Pannonian Pegasus sands and 2.8 MMcfd from 
a lower Pannonian sand interval. The latter is a 
newly discovered productive horizon in the field. 

Gas sales commenced on 2 February 2017 at an 
initial rate of 1.8 MMcfd, after a production and 
sales break of more than three years. Production 
forecasting and development planning is 
underway and future work may include a 
workover of the existing Hn-1 well to add 
production from the Lower Pannonian reservoir 
interval.

JKX continues to seek a farm-in partner to 
participate in the further development of 
the Hajdunanas field and the Group’s other 
Hungarian licence interests.

Turkeve IV Mining Plot
During the year, JKX sold its 50% beneficial 
interest in the Ny-7 discovery (within the 
Turkeve IV Mining Plot) to the operator. 

SLOVAKIA
Exploration
JKX holds a 25% equity interest in the Svidnik, 
Medzilaborce, Snina and Pakostov exploration 
licences in the Carpathian fold belt in north east 
Slovakia. A programme of magneto-telluric 
geophysical surveys combined with seismic  
re-interpretation has led to the identification of a 
number of shallow prospects across the licences.

The 128 sq km Pakostov licence was applied 
for and approved in 2015 as protection 
acreage around material prospects identified 
in the Medzilaborce licence. The Operator 
(DiscoveryGeo) had planned to drill two of 
these prospects in 2016 but a combination of 
revised permitting procedures and local activist 
opposition has delayed well location permitting 
and construction. The Operator now hopes to 
spud the first well of a larger three  
well programme in 2017.

A winters day at the Poltava production plant

PRODUCTION SUMMARY 31 Dec 2015 Production Revisions 31 Dec 2016

Total
Oil (Mbbl) 3.9 (0.4) 0.3 3.9
Gas (Bcf) 551.0 (20.0) 101.6 632.6

Oil + Gas (MMboe) 95.8 (3.7) 17.2 109.3

Ukraine
Oil (Mbbl) 3.3 (0.3) 0.1 3.1
Gas (Bcf) 158.4 (6.8) 4.0 155.6

Oil + Gas (MMboe) 29.7 (1.5) 0.8 29.1

Russia
Oil (Mbbl) 0.7 (0.0) 0.1 0.8
Gas (Bcf) 392.5 (13.2) 97.7 476.9

Oil + Gas (MMboe) 66.1 (2.2) 16.4 80.3

MMboe Dec 2015 Production Revisions Dec 2016

Ukraine
Ignativske 3.0 (0.5) 1.4 3.9
Movchanivske 1.6 (0.2) (0.8) 0.6
Novomykolaivske 0.8 (0.1) 0.1 0.7
Rudenkivske 20.6 (0.0) 1.6 22.2
Zaplavska 0.5 – (0.5) 0.0

sub-total Novo-Nik production licences 26.4 (0.9) 1.9 27.4
Elyzavetivske 3.2 (0.5) (1.0) 1.7

Total Ukraine 29.7 (1.5) 0.8 29.1

Russia
Koshekhablskoye 66.1 (2.2) 16.4 80.3

Total 95.8 (3.7) 17.2 109.3

MMboe 1C (low) 2C (best) 3C (high)

Ukraine
Ignativske 12.0 17.5 50.1
Movchanivske 0.0 1.3 2.8
Novomykolaivske 0.0 0.0 0.1
Rudenkivske 9.3 101.4 381.8
Zaplavska 0.0 0.4 1.4

sub-total Novo-Nik production licences 21.3 120.6 436.2
Elyzavetivske 0.0 6.2 20.8

Total Ukraine 21.3 126.8 457.0

Russia
Koshekhablskoye 24.1 74.8 107.5

Hungary
Hajdunanas 0.0 0.0 0.0
Tiszavasvari 6 0.2 0.3 0.7

Total 45.7 201.8 565.2

MMboe P+P+P

Ukraine
Ignativske 5.6
Movchanivske 0.7
Novomykolaivske 0.8
Rudenkivske 38.7
Zaplavska 0.0

sub-total Novo-Nik production licences 45.8
Elyzavetivske 3.5

Total Ukraine 49.3

Russia
Koshekhablskoye 120.0

Hungary
Hajdunanas 0.2

Total 169.5

Total remaining 2P reserves at 31 December 2016

P+P (2P) reserves 
Proved and Probable (2P) Group reserves 
increased from 95.8 MMboe at year end 2015 to 
109.3 MMboe at 31 December 2016. The changes 
are shown on a field-by-field basis in the table 
below: 

JKX P+P+P (3P) reserves 
D&M also carried out a full assessment of the 
upside potential in each field, the “Possible” 
reserves. These reserves have been calculated 
independently by D&M and are outlined below.

JKX contingent 
resources  
These contingent resources disclosed below 
are those volumes of hydrocarbons which 
are potentially recoverable from known 
accumulations but which are not currently 
considered to be commercially recoverable.  
The categories of 1C, 2C or 3C are used to reflect 
the range of uncertainty. These contingent 
resources are tabulated below
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Performance in 2016

PRODUCTION SUMMARY
Total 
2016

Second half 
2016

First half 
2016

Total
 2015 

Production
Oil (Mbbl) 354 174 180 318
Gas (Bcf) 20.0 9.8 10.2 17.8

Oil equivalent (Mboe) 3,691 1,810 1,881 3,283

Daily production
Oil (bopd) 967 945 993 871
Gas (MMcfd) 55 53 56 49

Oil equivalent (boepd) 10,083 9,833 10,393 8,996

OPERATING RESULTS

Total 
2016

$m

Second half 
2016

$m

First half 
2016

$m

Total
 2015

$m

Revenue     
Oil  15.8  9.6 6.2 14.6
Gas  54.3  26.4 27.9 68.7
Liquefied petroleum gas  3.8  2.5 1.3 4.6
Other  – – – 0.6

  73.8  38.4 35.4 88.5

Cost of sales
Exceptional item – production based taxes  (24.3)  (24.3) – (10.9)
Exceptional item – provision for impairment of oil and  
gas assets  (2.0)    (2.0)   – (51.1)

Other production based taxes  (17.7)  (9.1) (8.6) (26.2)
Depreciation, depletion and amortisation – oil and gas assets (18.8) (8.1) (10.7) (26.1)
Other operating costs  (19.5)  (9.8) (9.7) (24.4)

  (82.4)  (53.3) (29.0) (138.7)

Total cost of sales  (82.4)  (53.3) (29.0) (138.7)

Gross profit before exceptional item  17.8  11.4 6.4 11.8

Gross (loss)/profit after exceptional item (8.5) (14.9) 6.4 (50.1)

Operating expenses
Exceptional items  (4.5)  (1.4) (3.1) (3.0)
Administrative expenses  (22.2)  (12.6) (9.6) (17.5)
Gain/(loss) on foreign exchange  0.4  (0.1) 0.5 (4.9)

Loss from operations before exceptional items  (3.9)  (1.1) (2.8) (10.7)

Loss from operations after exceptional items  (34.8)  (29.0) (5.8) (75.6)

EARNINGS
Total 
2016

Second half 
2016

First half 
2016

Total
 2015 

Net loss ($m) (37.1) (27.0) (10.1) (81.5)
Net loss before exceptional items ($m) (7.5) (0.5) (7.0) (25.8)
Basic weighted average number of shares in issue (m) 172 172 172 172
Loss per share before exceptional item (basic, cents) (4.34) (0.25) (4.09) (14.97)
Loss per share after exceptional item (basic, cents) (21.56) (15.70) (5.86) (47.32)
Pre-exceptional earnings before interest, tax, depreciation  
and amortisation ($m)1 15.8 7.4 8.4 16.9

REALISATIONS
Total 
2016

Second half 
2016

First half 
2016

Total
 2015 

Oil (per bbl) $45.94 $49.65 $39.92 $49.75
Gas (per Mcf) $2.95 $2.94 $2.96 $4.20
LPG (per tonne) $375 $496 $254 $442.59

COSTS OF PRODUCTION ($/boe)
Total 
2016

Second half 
2016

First half 
2016

Total
 2015 

Production costs (excluding exceptional item) $5.38 $5.33 $5.43 $7.45
Depreciation, depletion and amortisation $5.05 $5.90 $5.67 $7.94
Production based taxes $4.89 $5.21 $4.57 $8.00

CASH FLOW
Total 
2016

Second half 
2016

First half 
2016

Total
 2015 

Cash generated from operations ($m) 17.0 9.2 7.8 12.8
Operating cash flow per share (cents) 9.9 5.4 4.5 7.4

STATEMENT OF FINANCIAL POSITION
Total 
2016

Second half 
2016

First half 
2016

Total
 2015 

Total cash2 ($m) 14.3 14.3 18.6 26.3
Borrowings (excluding derivatives) ($m) 16.8 16.8 23.8 34.4
Net debt3 ($m) (2.5) (2.5) (5.2) (8.1)
Net (debt)/cash to equity (%) (1.6) (1.6) (2.9) (4.6)
Return on average capital employed4 (%) (22.4) (11.0) (11.4) (35.8)

Increase in property, plant and equipment/ 
intangible assets ($m)
Ukraine 4.0 2.6 1.5 2.8
Russia 0.3 (0.3) 0.6 5.2
Other 1.3 1.2 0.1 0.7

Total 5.6 3.5 2.2 8.7

For full governance sections and financial  
statements refer to the document above (enclosed 
with this report) and also available online:  
www.jkx.co.uk

1  Earnings before interest, tax, depreciation and amortisation 
(‘EBITDA’) is a non-IFRS measure and calculated using Loss from 
operations of $34.8m (2015: $75.6m) and adding back depletion, 
depreciation, amortisation and exceptional items of $50.6m  
(2015: $92.5m). EBITDA is an indicator of the Group’s ability to 
generate operating cash flow that can fund its working capital needs, 
service debt obligations and fund capital expenditures..

2  Total cash is Cash and cash equivalents plus Restricted cash.
3  Net debt is Total cash less Borrowings (excluding derivatives).
4  Return on average capital employed is the annualised loss for the 

period divided by average capital employed. 

“A year of challenging transformation, with 
an ambitious and demanding plan to deliver a 
significant increase in shareholder value.”
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Financial review

When I joined the Board on January 28th 2016, 
there were several financial challenges facing 
the Company, not least the need to finance or 
restructure the 2013 Convertible Bonds (the 
‘Bonds’) and resolve several legal processes and 
associated liabilities. This was in the context of 
low hydrocarbon pricing, recent depreciation 
of local currencies and a need to formulate a 
new strategy for the Company. In the narrative 
below it can be seen how we have addressed 
these challenges and enter 2017 in a healthier 
financial position.   

Results for the year 
The Group recorded a loss for the year of  
$37.1m (after exceptional charges of $29.7m  
(net of tax effects), mainly relating to the 
provision for production based taxes for 2015 
and replacement of the Board in January 2016) 
which is significantly lower than the loss of 
$81.5m (after exceptional charges of $55.7m  
(net of tax effects), mainly relating to 
impairment charge for oil and gas assets and 
the provision for production based taxes for 
2010) in 2015. The loss before exceptional items 
has decreased from $25.8m to $7.5m with lower 

Group revenues

(16.6%) 

2016
($m)

2015
($m)

Change
($m)

% 
Change

Ukraine 54.8 72.2 (17.4) (24.1)

Russia 19.0 16.3 2.7 16.6

Total 73.8 88.5 (14.7) (16.6)

Realisations

2016 2015
% 

Change

Ukraine
Gas ($/Mcf) 5.92 7.65 (22.6)

Oil ($/bbl) 45.94 49.75 (7.7)

LPG ($/tonne) 374.81 442.59 (15.3)

Russia
Gas ($/Mcf) 1.49 1.68 (11.3)

Group
Gas ($/Mcf) 2.95 4.20 (29.8)

Oil ($/bbl) 45.94 49.75 (7.7)

LPG ($/tonne) 374.81 442.59 (15.3)

Average exchange rates

2016 2015 Change
 %

Change

Russia (Roubles/$) 66.83 61.31 (5.52) (9.0)

Ukraine (Hryvnia/$) 25.59 22.12 (3.47) (15.7)

realisations in both Ukraine and Russia (due 
to significant volatility and depreciation in 
local currencies) and lower gas production in 
Ukraine, being offset by increased production 
in Russia due to well-27 coming back on line and 
some reductions in costs (also affected by local 
currency depreciation). 

Revenue 
Despite production gains of 12% across the 
Group, significantly lower commodity prices and 
the weakening of local currencies resulted in a 
16.6% fall in revenues to $73.8m (2015: $88.5m). 
If we adjust 2015 revenues for the weakening in 
local currencies, the fall in revenues was only 
$4.0m or 5% (see revenue bridge chart).  

Ukrainian revenues
Gas sales volumes in Ukraine were 7.3% lower 
at 3,661 boepd (2015: 3,948 boepd) as a result 
of reduced gas production to 3,099 boepd 
(2015: 3,503 boepd) due to the suspension of all 
drilling activity in Ukraine in early 2015. The 
natural decline in production was successfully 
mitigated by workovers and well-intervention 
treatments.

Russell Hoare
Chief Financial Officer

In Ukraine, average gas realisations in US 
Dollars declined by 22.6% from $7.65/Mcf to 
$5.92/Mcf mainly due to the 15.7% devaluation 
of the Hryvnia. Before the introduction of a new 
law affecting the Ukrainian gas market on 1 
October 2016, the state regulator made periodic 
adjustments for Hryvnia/$ exchange rate 
fluctuations which impacted gas realisations 
and artificially inflated them. From 1 October 
2015, these periodic adjustments ceased 
and gas prices have followed market trends. 
Further decline in realisations is explained 
by excessive quantities of imported gas from 
Europe which depressed prices and reduced 
demand from industrial customers. The lower 
gas production and realisations in Ukraine 
were the key detrimental factors affecting 
revenue in 2016 with most other revenue 
components showing a positive trend.

The increase in oil production was particularly 
pronounced due to a successful workover of 
well Ignativske-132 early in the year which 
has high oil content. However, oil realisations 
reduced from $49.75/bbl in 2015 to $45.94/bbl 
in 2016 (a fall of 7.7%) which was in line with 
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international price movements. Oil prices in 
Ukraine were higher than Brent in the second 
half of 2016 due to the lack of cheap illegal 
products, but this failed to compensate for the 
overall price decline. 

Lower gas production volumes directly affected 
LPG production and sales. The $0.8m (17.4%) 
decline in LPG revenues was due to lower 
production volumes combined with a reduction 
in the domestic market price, resulting from 
increased competition through imported 
product.  

Russia revenues
Russian gas sales made up 60.8% of the Group’s 
volumes sold (2015: 52.1%) but the Russian sales 
volumes currently attract considerably lower 
realisations than the Ukrainian volumes and 
therefore the increased proportion of Russian 
gas sales led to a 29.8% decrease in the Group 
average gas price realised to $2.95/Mcf (2015: 
$4.20/Mcf). 

Production in Russia was higher by 30.2% to 
6,082 boepd (2015: 4,670 boepd) due to well-27 
coming on line in late 2015 following repairs 
throughout that year. However this was not 
sufficient to compensate for price reductions. 
Gas prices in Russia dropped by 11.3% to $1.49/
Mcf (2015: $1.68/Mcf) due to a 9.5% reduction 
to the gas sales price from 1 July 2016 obtained 
from our sole customer supplemented by 
the devaluation of the Russian Rouble. We 
negotiated a 5-year “take or pay” contract to 
give us more certainty over cash flow from 
our customer, albeit at a lower price. We have 
completed a review of the potential customer 
base in Russia and conclude that, for the time 
being, the current contract is the best we can 
achieve in terms of price and cash flow certainty.  

Loss from operations 
Loss from operations before exceptional charges 
for the year was $3.9m (2015: loss $10.7m) 
representing a $6.8m improvement. This was 
the result of a decrease of $20.8m in cost of sales, 
a $0.7m decrease in the Group’s administrative 
expenses and foreign exchange effects 
compensating for the $14.7m decrease in Group 
revenues discussed above.     

Cost of sales
The $20.8m decrease in cost of sales to $56.0m 
(2015: $76.8m) comprises the following items:

• a decrease in Russian operating costs by 
$0.5m, a 5.0% reduction; 

• a decrease in other Russian operating costs 
of $2.6m due to additional income from 
insurance proceeds for well-27 than was 
estimated at the end of 2015; 

• a decrease in Ukrainian operating costs by 
$0.5m, a 5.4% reduction;  

• a reduction in the depreciation, depletion and 
amortisation (‘DD&A’) charge of $7.5m;

• production based taxes lower by $8.6m, 
predominantly related to lower production in 
Ukraine; 

• a decrease in Rest of World costs of $1.5m; and

• an increase in the doubtful debt provision in 
Ukraine of $0.5m (nil in 2015). The provision 
was recorded due to strong evidence that one 
of our customers is experiencing financial 
difficulties resulting in a significant 
deterioration in their credit worthiness, 
although we continue to use multiple avenues 
to recover this debt.

The decrease in Russian operating costs 
of $0.5m is largely due to lower Russian 
property tax charges which have decreased by 
approximately $0.6m to $0.9m (2015: $1.5m) 
due to the reduced value of the Russian assets 
subject to property tax. This was offset by 
storage costs associated with chrome tubing 
strings ($0.6m) and increased acid stimulation 
of wells needed to maintain stable production 
($0.4m). We plan to utilise the chrome tubing 
during planned workovers in 2017 and will 
therefore see lower storage costs in 2017.  

Ukrainian operating costs decreased by $0.5m, 
mainly due to the effects of Hryvnia devaluation 
from an average of UAH22.12/$ to an average of 
UAH25.59/$ (a depreciation of 15.7%) and staff 
reductions in many technical departments. 
This was partly offset by an increase in local 
salaries of up to 50% in January 2016 after two 
years without pay rises within a high-inflation 
environment. 

Operating costs in Rest of World decreased by 
$1.5m mainly due to staff reductions in the 
London office. Further to completion of new 
Field Development Plans, we have assembled 
an integrated technical team with world-class 
on-shore experience which will be critical in 
delivering our strategy during 2017 and beyond. 

The DD&A charge reduced by $7.5m, largely as a 
result of a lower asset carrying values resulting 
from impairments recognised in Ukraine. 

Production taxes
Production based tax expense (before 
exceptional items) for the year was $17.7m (2015: 
$26.2m), representing a 32.4% decrease which 
has been recognised in cost of sales. 

In Ukraine, although the gas production rate 
applicable in 2015 was 55%, our subsidiary was 
subject to 28% as a result of an Interim Award 
issued by an international arbitration tribunal 
which required the Government of Ukraine to 
limit the collection of production taxes (‘Rental 
Fees’) on gas produced by PPC, to a rate of 28%. 
The Interim Award remained in effect until 
the final ruling. In the period from January to 
October 2015, Rental Fees were recorded at 
55% rate but then adjusted in November 2015 to 
reflect the average rate of 28%.

In December 2015, the Ukrainian Government 
passed legislation to reduce the gas production 
tax in Ukraine from 55% to 29% with effect 
from 1 January 2016. So the effective rate that 
we have recognised year-on-year is very similar 
(28% versus 29%) but the lower production has 
resulted in lower taxes.

In February 2017 the international arbitration 
tribunal issued its Award on the Company’s 
claims and awarded the Company damages of 
approximately $11.8m plus interest and costs 
of $0.3 million in relation to our Ukrainian 
subsidiary’s claims. The tribunal dismissed 
the main element of the Company’s claim for 
payment of excessive Rental Fees. The tribunal 
ruled that Ukraine was found not to have 
violated its treaty obligations in respect of 
excessive levying of such taxes. 

Our subsidiary continues defending its position 
in the Ukrainian courts regarding the Rental 
Fees levied for 2010 and 2015 (see Note 27 to 
the consolidated financial statements) but we 
have now fully provided for the liabilities for 
both these years following the result of the 
international arbitration. Due to the need for 
a further process to legalise the $11.8 million 
award in the Ukrainian courts, we have not 
recognised this as an asset at this stage.   

In December 2016, the Ukrainian Government 
passed legislation reducing the royalty on oil 
production from a maximum of 45% to 29%, 
which will positively affect our performance 
in 2017.

In Russia, the gas and condensate mineral 
extraction tax (‘MET’) rate applicable in 2016 
was 350 Roubles/Mcm (2015: 292 Roubles/Mcm). 
The formula for MET is based on gas prices, 
gas production as a share of total hydrocarbon 
output and complexity of gas reservoirs 
(depletion rates, depth of the producing horizons 
and geographical location of producing fields). 
Our Russian subsidiary, Yuzhgazenergie LLC 
(‘YGE’), is entitled to a 50% discount based on the 
depth of our gas reservoirs.

In addition to production taxes, YGE is subject 
to a 2.2% property tax which is based on the net 
book value of its Russian assets as calculated for 
property tax purposes. This amounted to $0.4m 
in 2016 (2015: $0.7m) and is included in other 
cost of sales.

Exceptional charges
Exceptional charges of $26.3m in 2016 
comprised the following items:

• $24.3m of provision for production-based 
taxes in respect of 2015 recognised as a result 
of the tribunal’s dismissal of the Company’s 
claim for overpayment of Rental Fees (as 
noted above); 

• $2.0m of non-cash impairment charge for the 
Group’s oil and gas assets in Hungary.

Further exceptional charges of $4.5m in 2016 
included mainly the following: 

• $2.5m of severance costs and additional 
remuneration which the previous board 
approved and paid prior to the General 
Meeting in January 2016; 

• $0.5m of professional services incurred 
in relation to the General Meeting and the 
replacement of the Board on 28 January 2016;

• $0.7m severance costs incurred as a result of 
staff reductions, mainly at the Group’s London 
headquarters; and

• a $0.6m onerous lease provision to cover the 
Group’s liability for long-term lease contracts 
relating to London office. The Company has 
been successful in transferring the lease for 
one of the three unused floors at the London 
office and continues to try to exit from the 
remaining two leases.  

Exceptional charges of $64.9m in 2015 included 
the following items: 

• a non-cash impairment charge of $51.1m for 
the Group’s oil and gas assets; 

• a provision of $10.9m recognised as a result of 
a judgement against our Ukrainian subsidiary 
in respect of the rental fees case related to 
2010; and 

• a provision for legal costs of $3.0m (including 
interest) to be reimbursed as a result of the 
judgement of the Supreme Court which 
allowed an appeal by Eclairs Group Limited 
(‘Eclairs’) and Glengary Overseas Limited 
(‘Glengary’) and their nominees against the 
Court of Appeal’s judgment that the voting 
restrictions placed on them on 31 May 2013 by 
the Company were valid. 

Administrative expenses 
Excluding the exceptional costs above, 
administrative expenses have increased by 
$4.7m to $22.2m (2015: $17.5m) mainly due to:

• An increase in legal and professional fees of 
$3.6m;

 – professional services of $1.2m incurred 
in respect of the updating of the Field 
Development Plans and implementation of 
new strategy, compensated by savings of 
$0.3m in professional fees due to review of 
the cost base and removal of unnecessary 
services; 

 – legal fees of $0.4m incurred in connection 
with the restrictions imposed on the 
exercise of voting and other rights of two 
shareholders, Eclairs and Glengary, in 
January 2016;

 – legal and court fees of $1.4m related to the 
court cases in Ukraine in respect of 2007, 
2010 and 2015 Rental Fees; and

Revenues bridge ($m)Ukranian revenues

(24.1%) 

2016
($m)

2015
($m)

Change
($m)

% 
Change

Gas 35.9 53.1 (17.2) (32.4)

Oil 15.1 14.1 1.0 7.1

Liquefied Petroleum Gas 
(‘LPG’) 3.8 4.6 (0.8) (17.4)

Other – 0.4 (0.4) (100)

Total 54.8 72.2 (17.4) (24.1)

(10.7)
(6.7) (5.9) (1.2)
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 – and an increase in arbitration legal and 
court fees of $0.8m due to timing of the 
work with the main case being held in July 
2016.   

• An increase in other costs of $1.7m mainly due 
to a reduced allocation of administrative staff 
costs to operating activities (the reverse side 
of the $1.5m decrease in operating costs noted 
above); and 

• A decrease of $0.6m in staff costs across the 
Group as a result of review of support staff 
requirements. 

Since our appointment we have implemented 
a number of steps to identify cost efficiency 
possibilities and were able to significantly 
reduce the costs of the Company’s London 
headquarters. Head office headcount has been 
reduced by 45% and we now occupy one floor of 
the building where we previously occupied four 
floors. Headcount reductions in both Ukraine 
and Russia were initiated during the latter half 
of the year, the benefits of which will be felt in 
the 2017 financial year.  

Net finance charges
Finance costs have decreased by $1.9m to 
$4.6m (2015: $6.5m) comprising convertible 
bond interest. Overall the liability significantly 
reduced as a result of the redemption of $12.0m 
of the Bonds in February 2016 and repurchase 
and subsequent cancellation of Bonds with face 
value of $2.2m, $1.4m and $6.4m, made in June, 
September and October 2016, respectively. 

A $0.6m charge (2015: $1.9m) of the fair value 
movement on the derivative liability represents 
the change in fair value of the conversion option 
associated with the convertible bond issued in 
February 2013. 

Finance income of $1.8m (2015: $1.3m) 
comprises income from bank deposits of $0.7m 
(2015: $1.3m) and a gain on the repurchase of 
convertible bonds of $1.1m.

Taxation
The total tax credit for the year was $1.0m  
(2015: $1.2m credit) comprising a current 
tax charge of $1.3m (2015: $4.8m) in respect 
of Ukraine, a deferred tax credit before 
exceptional items of $1.2m (2015: charge of 
$3.1m) and a deferred tax credit of $1.2m in 
respect of exceptional items (2015: $9.2m). The 
fall in the current tax charge to $1.3m reflects 
lower profitability in Ukraine where the 
corporate tax rate for 2016 was 18% and remains 
at this level for 2017. 

The total deferred tax credit of $2.4m (2015: 
$6.1m credit) comprises:

• a $2.9m credit (2015: $2.1m credit) reflecting 
the recognition of deferred tax assets in 
respect of Russian and Hungarian tax losses 
carried forward to future periods; and

• a net $0.5m charge (2015: $4.0m credit) 
relating to provision for rental fees in Ukraine 
and other tax timing differences on our 
oil and gas assets in Russia, Ukraine and 
Hungary. 

Loss for the year
Loss for the year before exceptional charges  
(net of tax effects) was $7.5m (2015: $25.8m). 
Basic loss per share before exceptional items 
was 4.34 cents (2015: 14.97 cents). Basic loss per 
share after exceptional items was 21.56 cents 
(2016: 47.32 cents).

Cash flows
The cash flow bridge chart very clearly 
summarises the financial journey of the 
Company over the course of 2016. Once we add 
exceptional items and one-off legal costs to the 
$17.0m of cash generated from operations our 
cash income more than doubled to $30.0m (2015: 
$12.8m) due to the reduced net loss as discussed 
above. With the brought forward cash balance of 
$25.9m, this provided the Company with $55.9m 
with which to operate the business and resolve 
historic liabilities.

Exceptional items totalling $3.7m comprise 
$2.5m of severance costs and additional 
remuneration paid to the previous Board, $0.5m 
of professional services incurred in relation to 
the General Meeting and the replacement of the 
Board on 28 January 2016 and $0.7m severance 
costs incurred as a result of staff reductions, 
mainly at the Group’s London headquarters. 

Legal fees of $9.3m mainly relate to:

• $3.9m of international arbitration costs;

• $2.8m for the reimbursement of Eclairs’ and 
Glengary’s legal fees in respect of prior years’ 
shareholder disputes;

• $1.4m in respect of the Rental Fee claims in 
Ukraine for 2007, 2010 and 2015; 

• $0.4m incurred in connection with the 
restrictions imposed on the exercise of voting 
and other rights of Eclairs and Glengary in 
January 2016; and

• general corporate advice including Bond 
restructuring. 

Group capital spend remained low at $7.4m 
but included a full review of operations and 
capital projects and preparation of new Field 
Development Plans. 

Net cash outflow from financing activities 
of $19.8m comprises the $10.9m redemption 
of the Bond in February 2016 in addition to 
$9.0m used to repurchase convertible Bonds in 
June, September and October 2016, which were 
subsequently cancelled, offset by a movement 
in restricted cash of $0.1m. These repurchases 
and cancellation were instrumental in enabling 
the Company to renegotiate the Bond terms with 
Bondholders towards the end of 2016 resulting 

in an agreed restructuring in early January 
2017, which significantly reduced the short-term 
liabilities facing the Company (see below).  

No dividends were paid to shareholders in the 
period (2015: nil). 

Cash and cash equivalents
The resultant decrease in cash and cash 
equivalents in the year before adjusting for 
foreign exchange effects was $11.3m (2015: 
increase $1.6m). Cash movements explained 
above allowed liquidity to be successfully 
maintained with a reduction in year-end 
cash balances to $14.1m (31 December 2015: 
$25.9m). Given the significant one-off cash costs 
described above, we look forward to being able to 
invest far more of our operational cash flow into 
operational activities during 2017 rather than in 
resolving historic issues.  

Liquidity
The Group employs a number of financial 
instruments to manage the liquidity associated 
with the Group’s operations. These include cash 
and cash equivalents, together with receivables 
and payables that arise directly from our 
operations.

Soon after our appointment, we started 
negotiations to restructure $24.6m Bond 
liability which was due in February 2017. 
Redemption of $12 million of the Bonds was 
settled in February 2016. As noted above, in 
order to reduce this liability and to improve 
the Company’s ability to restructure the Bonds, 
repurchases, and subsequent cancellation, 
amounting to $2.2 million, $1.4 million and 
$6.4 million were made in June, September and 
October 2016, respectively, utilising improved 
operating cash flows within the Group. These 
purchases were all made at discounts to face 
value.

By lowering the overall liability and reducing 
the number of Bondholders with which to 
negotiate, in January 2017 the Company was 
able to restructure the remaining $16 million of 
Bonds resulting in the liability being amortised 
over three years starting from February 2018 
with a small accretion payment of $2.6 million 
being due in February 2017. The financing of the 
Bonds are now within the operating cash flow 
capabilities of the Company and the business 
can move forward with its development plans 
subject to resolution of the Group’s legal issues in 
Ukraine. Further information on the terms and 
conditions of the Bonds is included in Notes 12 
and 13 to the consolidated financial statements. 

Outlook
When we announced our 2015 annual results, 
we concluded that our main objective will be 
to restore the shareholder value in JKX.  We 
focused on reducing costs and implementing a 
robust capital allocation policy which can ensure 

maximised cash flows from our assets and 
improvements to the Company’s profitability 
and liquidity. 

During 2016 we used this increased cash 
flow to resolve inherited legal battles with 
our stakeholders and started rebuilding 
relationships with those main stakeholders, 
including the Ukrainian Government. This will 
allow us to focus on our main activity in 2017 - 
to invest in oil and gas production. 

We completed new Field Development Plans 
for Ukraine and Russia which will unlock full 
technical potential using expertise and working 
practices from North America. This will enable 
us to embark on an investment programme 
to increase production volumes in Ukraine, 
where we are planning to restart our drilling 
programme in 2017. We are currently looking at 
different options to raise the external financing 
needed to implement our new exciting strategy. 

We can also draw a line under our claim against 
the Ukrainian Government for overpayment 
of production taxes as in February 2017 the 
international arbitration tribunal issued its 
Award on the Company’s claims and awarded 
the Company damages of approximately $11.8 
million plus interest and costs of $0.3 million in 
relation to subsidiary claims. We have restarted 
the dialogue with Ukrainian Government to 
achieve the best possible outcome for all of us. 

The Company is firmly committed to Ukraine 
having been present there for more than 20 
years with a highly experienced and committed 
workforce and we will endeavour to increase the 
cash generation capabilities of our resources in 
the country.

I would like to reiterate the statements of both 
our Chairman and CEO in that it has been a 
challenging and exciting year at the Company 
and it has been an honour to work with our many 
colleagues across the Group. I look forward to 
addressing further challenges with them all 
during 2017 and taking the Company forward.
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Russell Hoare
Chief Financial Officer

STRATEGIC REPORT
Financial review cont/
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Safe and responsible operations

Our approach
JKX has implemented the requirements of 
ISO 26000, which provides guidance on how 
businesses and organisations can operate in a 
socially responsible, ethical and transparent 
way that contributes to the health and welfare 
of society. 

The Company also joined the Global Reporting 
Initiative on Sustainability Reporting, the 
international guidance on social responsibility, 
and adheres to the International Labour 
Organisation guidelines and principles.

Our Corporate Social Responsibility (‘CSR’) 
process is Board led
CSR is led by Tom Reed, the Chief Executive 
Officer. The Company’s Health, Safety, 
Environment, Community and Quality (‘HSECQ’) 
Manager reports directly to the CEO and has 
responsibility for creating a framework and 
maintaining the HSECQ Management System 
for the management of the Group’s non-financial 
impacts. The Board is provided with quarterly 
updates on all material CSR issues. 

A management review of all HSECQ systems is 
carried out every year. A full Board level review 
of progress was completed in December 2016 and 
JKX’s plans for 2017 were agreed.

Local responsibility
Within each operating company a nominated 
individual has executive responsibility for 
implementing HSECQ management systems. 
These representatives are fully trained and 
experienced in working with local culture, 
regulations and practices.

In Ukraine, Russia, Hungary and Slovakia  
JKX have fully trained HSECQ personnel who 
are responsible for management and reporting. 
The local teams report to the General Director 
of the local operating company and to the Group 
HSECQ Manager.

Our CSR achievements in 2016
• All Injury Frequency Rate (‘AIFR’) of Zero

• No Lost Time Injuries

• Environmental Incident Frequency Rate 
(‘EIFR’) of 0.35

• Maintained ISO 9001 Quality Management 
accreditation

• Maintained ISO 14001 Environmental 
accreditation

• Maintained OHSAS 18001 Health and Safety 
accreditation

• Improved the recording and monitoring 
process for our Greenhouse Gas reporting 
requirements

JKX is committed to understanding, monitoring 
and managing its social, environmental and 
economic impact to enable us to contribute to 
society’s wider goal of sustainable development. 

JKX is committed to achieving zero harm 
to employees, the environment, contractors, 
communities and property.     

VISION

Zero Harm

• Prepared and submitted our annual report to 
the Carbon Disclosure Project

• Prepared and submitted our annual report to 
the Global Reporting Initiative

• Implemented the requirements of ISO 26000

• Prepared and submitted our annual Global 
Reporting Initiative report on Sustainability

• Planned the implementation of the Modern 
Slavery Act requirements 2016

• Established HSECQ Management Systems in 
Hungary and Slovakia

• Commenced ISO 9001 accreditation process 
for Yuzhgazenergie LLC (‘YGE’), JKX’s 
operating subsidiary in Russia.

Our CSR objectives 
• Strategy: Integrating long-term economic, 

environmental, and social aspects in JKX 
business strategies while maintaining 
technical excellence.

• Financial: Meeting shareholders’ demands 
for sound financial returns, long-term 
economic growth, open communication, and 
transparent financial accounting.

• Customer and Product: Encouraging loyalty 
by investing in customer relationship 
management, and product and service 
innovation that focuses on technologies and 
systems, which use financial, natural, and 
social resources in an efficient, effective, and 
economic manner over the long term.

• Governance and Stakeholder: Setting the 
highest standards of corporate governance 
and stakeholder engagement, including 
corporate codes of conduct and public 
reporting.

• Human: Managing human resources to 
maintain workforce capabilities and employee 
satisfaction through best-in-class training, 
knowledge management, remuneration and 
benefit programs.of existing wells and to 
generate cash flow to partially fund full field 
development (‘FFD’).

As well as operating efficiently, it is vital that  
we also operate safely and responsibly (see pages 
23 to 28).

Targets 2016 Achievements 2016 Targets 2017

AIFR of 0.4 or below per 200,000 hours worked Achieved – AIFR of Zero per 200,000 hours 
worked 

AIFR to 0.325 or below

Exceed the performance benchmark set by 
the International Association of Oil and Gas 
Producers (‘IOGP’)

Achieved – the IOGP AIFR target was 1.76 per 
million man-hours worked

Exceed the IOGP performance benchmark

Environmental Incident Frequency Rate (‘EIFR’) 
of 0.6 per 200,000 hours worked

Achieved – EIFR of 0.35 per 200,000 hours 
worked 

EIFR at 0.5 or below 

Maintain ISO 9001 accreditation Achieved Maintain ISO 9001 accreditation

Maintain ISO 14001 accreditation for JKX Oil & 
Gas plc

Achieved Maintain ISO 14001 accreditation

Maintain OHSAS 18001 accreditation for JKX 
Oil & Gas plc

Achieved Maintain OHSAS 18001 accreditation

Complete OHSAS 18001 accreditation for PPC Achieved Maintain OHSAS 18001 accreditation for PPC

ISO 9001 accreditation for PPC, JKX’s Ukrainian 
operating subsidiary

Achieved Embed the assessors recommendations into the 
PPC Management System 

Continue to improve incident reporting, using 
safety moments, workshops, site campaigns, 
training sessions, toolbox talks and briefings 

Achieved – 69 incidents were reported in 2016 
(2015: 56) which included near-miss reports, 
unsafe acts and hazards.

Continue to improve incident reporting 

Improve Emergency Response (‘ER’) 
arrangements and plans using simulated 
exercises, drills and training in each 
operational area

Achieved – in 2016 there were regular ER 
drills in Ukraine and Russia and observations 
of the process. Plans were established which 
include rescue of personnel and minimisation 
of damage and disruption to the business.

Further improve ER arrangements using 
simulated exercises, drills and training in each 
operational area

Update the Carbon Management Plan and 
reports 

The initial assessment of our Carbon 
Management Submission by the Carbon 
Disclosure Project is confirmed for Q3 2017.

The performance report is included in this 
Annual Report with improvements planned for 
2017

Comply with the Greenhouse Gas (‘GHG’) 
Emissions (Directors’ Reports) Regulations 

Achieved – an independent company,  
Tru-Cost, was engaged to analyse and report 
JKX’s GHG’s. 

The baseline measurement is included in this 
Annual Report with improvements planned for 
2017

Implement controls required by the Modern 
Slavery Act 2015 (‘MSA’)

Achieved – risk assessments, training and 
stakeholder buy-in completed. Statement 
published in September 2016.

Further improve MSA arrangements through 
additional training at each operational area 

Quality
ISO 9001 accreditation
JKX have the full Integrated Management System comprising ISO 14001, OHSAS 18001 and  
ISO 9001. PPC Construction and Engineering achieved accreditation to ISO 9001 standards on 
27 January 2016 after meeting the requirements of the standard as assessed by Bureau Veritas. 

YGE commenced the ISO 9001 accreditation process in 2016.

Corporate Social Responsibility (‘CSR’) targets and achievements

Achieving ISO 9001 accreditation and having 
regular audits ensures that the quality 
management systems that JKX has adopted 
work to improve the efficiency of business and 
are not just a set of procedures.

JKX uses an external assessor and an internal 
resource to carry out regular audits of the 
management system. The support of the Board 
and senior management has been the driver of 
this management system, so that all areas of the 
organisation are aware of the importance of the 
ISO accreditation process.
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OUR APPROACH

Health and safety 

By integrating health, 
safety and environmental 
considerations into all 
aspects of its business, 
JKX protects its employees, 
communities and the 
environment, and achieves 
sustainable growth and 
accelerated productivity. 

JKX will never knowingly 
compromise health, safety, 
environmental or quality 
standards to meet its 
operational objectives. 

In 2016, JKX implemented 
and communicated its 
improved HSECQ policy at 
all operations and offices.

HSECQ statistical analysis for 2016

Fatal accident cases

Lost time injuries

Medical treatment / Restricted work cases

Near miss / Loss / Hazards / Property 
damage / Unsafe act or conditions

0

0

0

69

All Injury Frequency Rate (‘AIFR’) 2016 

2001 2003 2005 2007 2009 2011 2015 20172013

4.00
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2.00
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5.00

Health and safety statistics

0.0

Health and saftey statistics
JKX achieved an AIFR of Zero per 200,000 
hours worked. The industry benchmark set by 
the International Association of Oil and Gas 
Producers was an AIFR of 1.76 per million hours 
worked, the JKX equivalent for 1 million man-
hours worked is Zero. 

With a labour force of more than 600 personnel 
in 2016, 69 near-miss incidents were reported 
(2015: 56) demonstrating that all statistics are 
reported both good and not so good.

Measurement and analysis is carried out on a 
monthly basis with results communicated to 
senior management of all group companies and 
the Board. 

JKX’s Safety Management System provides 
a comprehensive and systematic vision of 
its objectives. Each site has its own HSECQ 
Management System identifying all major 
hazards and risks to personnel specific to the 
unique nature of the country of operation. 

The drug and alcohol policy continues to be 
successful throughout the Group with no 
instances of breaches noted. The policy applies 
to all staff and contractors and forbids the 
possession and/or use of defined prohibited 
substances which includes drugs and alcohol. 
The policy also clarifies testing and inspection 
procedures.

Drilling risks 
JKX uses a mix of primarily local staff with 
decades of local experience and expatriate 
supervisors on all drilling rigs to provide 
additional expertise and oversight. This has 
enabled us to define and manage risk more 
clearly using Western methodology.

Drilling supervisors are selected for their 
expertise as well as for their familiarity 
with the regions where JKX operates. They 
understand and are sensitive to local working 
practices and culture.

Health and safety risk management
JKX is proud to maintain its OHSAS 18001 Health & Safety accreditation which is accompanied 
by an ISO 14001 Environmental accreditation and an ISO 9001 Quality Management 
accreditation. These are internationally-recognised specifications for occupational health and 
safety environmental and quality management systems which are monitored by experienced 
external auditors bi-annually to ensure compliance. A full report of the all inspections across 
the Group is available on request.

STRATEGIC REPORT
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OUR APPROACH

Environmental 
management 
system

The JKX Environmental 
Management System 
is a comprehensive, 
systematic, planned and 
documented management 
process which defines the 
organisational structure, 
planning and resources for 
developing, implementing 
and maintaining Group 
policy for environmental 
protection.

Environmental objectives Achievements 2016 Targets 2017

Reducing emissions
In managing emissions throughout the 
exploration, and production process JKX plan 
to improve monitoring and reduce emissions. 
In particular, “reduced emissions completions” 
(‘REC’) or “green completions” will be assessed 
at all stages.

Continuously monitored:
• on-site fuel consumption measured more 

efficiently 

• Green House Gas (‘GHG’) emission levels 
recorded and analysed through latest 
software and reporting.

• purchased electricity records improved 

• purchased heating/cooling records 
improved 

• release/leakage of other chemicals causing 
greenhouse gas emissions recorded, 
reported and analysed 

• fugitive emissions assessed and recorded 

• reduction in fuel used for vehicles by 
journey management 

• official travel of staff reduced 

Continuous monitoring
Improved monitoring will be carried out 
before, during and after operations to detect 
contaminants in groundwater and potential 
leakages into the atmosphere. Revised and 
updated emission reduction strategies for 2017 
are likely to include: 

• current carbon footprint reduction methods 
identify opportunities for a reduction in C02 
emissions 

• identification of technical requirements for 
more efficient monitoring and recording 

• identification of administrative requirements 

• estimated emission reduction through any 
proposed interventions 

• estimated cost for the interventions 

• estimated savings from the intervention  
(e.g. through reduced energy use, reduced 
travel costs, and reduced offset costs) 

• responsibilities for implementation 

• implementation schedule

• quantitative objectives and targets

The Greenhouse Gas Emissions Regulations 
2016

JKX has complied with its obligations to 
record and report annual greenhouse gas 
(‘GHG’) emissions in this Annual Report

Exceed the IOGP performance benchmark

Zero discharge of chemicals to land or  
surface waters

Achieved in 2016; continuously monitored Continuous monitoring 

Restored habitat and hydrological regime to 
pre-construction state as soon as reasonably 
practical

Achieved in 2016; continuously monitored Continuous monitoring

Establish group-wide and site-level 
Biodiversity Action Plan

Completed in 2016 Monitor progress throughout 2017

No loss of containment of product Achieved in 2016; continuously monitored Continuous monitoring

Reduction in water use Recycling water from drilling operations has 
helped us to reduce the use of this valuable 
resource in 2016

Continue to improve the measurement of water 
use and its recycling from our drilling operations 
and aim to reduce water usage by 5% annually

Consulting with Stakeholders (local 
communities, workforce, NGOs and 
government agencies) to implement and 
monitor supply chain initiatives for emissions 
reduction 

Achieved in 2016

• Established Stakeholder Management 
Plans 

• Risk assessed the Stakeholder Priority 
levels 

• Openly communicated with stakeholders 
about their respective concerns

• Adopted processes and modes of behaviour 
that are sensitive to the concerns and 
capabilities of each stakeholder

Our approach in 2017 will be to:

• measure return on community investment to 
both the company and the community

• use outcome and impact indicators to measure 
the quantity and quality of change 

• track changes in community perceptions to 
gain real-time feedback on performance

• use participatory methods of monitoring and 
evaluation to build trust and local ownership of 
outcomes

• proactively communicate the value generated 
by the Group to internal and external audiences

Reduce waste to landfill Achieved in 2016

JKX continued to improve the recording and 
measurement of the waste sent to landfill 
during 2016

Improvement opportunities being considered for 
2017 include:

• improving waste segregation efforts 

• further engagement with the local 
communities on recycling initiatives where 
economic and practical

• update of our purchasing policy to encourage 
use of regular supplies which are recyclable 

• improve monitoring of waste and recycling and 
reduce waste to landfill by 5% annually
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ISO 14001 
JKX is proud to have maintained ISO 14001 
Environmental Management accreditation 
in 2016, which specifies the requirements 
for the formulation and maintenance of an 
Environmental Management System. 

In 2016, JKX continued to work with The Carbon 
Disclosure Project. The Environmental Report 
for 2016 on the annual performance of JKX 
in conjunction with TruCost has identified 
reduction targets for 2017.

Greenhouse gas (‘GHG’) emissions reporting 
All emissions sources owned, operated or 
controlled by the Group are included. 

Our approach
In Ukraine, Hungary and Russia, JKX’s terminals 
are self-sufficient and maintain operations 
without the need for grid electricity therefore 
improving the security of supply. 

GHG emissions by scope
Greenhouse Gas Protocol methodology was used 
for compiling the GHG data. The GHG Protocol 
categorises direct and indirect GHG emissions 
as follows:

• Scope 1: all direct GHG emissions.

• Scope 2: indirect GHG emissions from 
consumption of purchased electricity, heat or 
steam.

Mandatory GHG reporting 
In accordance with GHG Protocol Scope 2 
Guidance, disclosures below now state two Scope 
2 emission totals – location-based and market-
based. Market-based emission factors are not 
available for either of JKX’s Russia and Ukraine 
locations, only residual emission factors are 
used for offices in UK, and location-based 
emission factors are used for locations in Russia 
and Ukraine. Calculations will be updated when 
residual factors at all JKX locations are available 
for public use. 

The table right discloses JKX’s Scope 1 and 2 GHG 
emissions and an emissions intensity ratio of 
tonnes CO2 per million barrels of oil equivalent 
that JKX produced in 2016.

Global reporting initiative (‘GRI’)
During the year JKX reported according to the 
GRI’s Sustainability Reporting Guidelines.

The GRI Reporting Framework is intended 
to provide a generally accepted framework 
for reporting on an organisation’s economic, 
environmental, and social performance.  
The Framework consists of the Sustainability 
Reporting Guidelines, the Indicator 
Protocols, Technical Protocols, and the Sector 
Supplements.

Mandatory GHG reporting

Data point Units
Quantity 

2015
Quantity 

2016

Scope 1 tonnes CO2e 339,149 273,169

Scope 2  
(Location based ) tonnes CO2e 568 627

Scope 2  
(Market based ) tonnes CO2e 566 629

Scope 1 & 2  
Intensity 

tonnes CO2e 
/Mboe of 
production

103 83

Environmental Incident Frequency Rate 2016 (‘EIFR’)

2007 2008 2009 20112010 2015 20162012 2013 2014
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0.35

The EIFR target for  
2016 was not to exceed  
0.6 environmental incidents per 
200,000 hours worked;  
JKX achieved 0.35.

Recordable incidents are 
classified using a qualitative 
risk assessment process based 
on the maximum reasonable 
consequence and the likelihood 
of an incident occurring is an 
indicator of environmental 
safety performance.

(Reproduced by kind 
permission of the Carbon 
Disclosure Project)

UK Oil & Gas 2016 Carbon Disclosure Project scores
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OUR APPROACH

Employment

By creating employment 
JKX makes a contribution 
to reducing poverty and 
promoting economic and 
social development. 

The Group provides 
career development, 
international opportunities, 
a non-discriminatory 
workplace and competitive 
remuneration within a 
decentralised culture. The 
decentralised model is 
underpinned by a robust 
governance framework 
and empowers local 
management to make key 
business decisions locally. 

Staff training and 
skills development is an 
essential component of our 
employment proposition 
and assists people to 
secure decent and 
productive jobs. We have 
initiated a renewed focus 
on this in 2016 and expect 
significant progress to be 
made during 2017.

Our achievements
JKX employs more than 600 staff in five 
different countries which puts people as a top 
priority. 

At year-end, Yuzhgazenergie LLC, the Russian 
subsidiary, employed 213 staff (2015: 249) at 
JKX’s Koshekhablskoye production facilities 
and the Maikop administrative office. The 
Ukrainian subsidiary, Poltava Petroleum 
Company, employed 404 personnel (2015: 495) at 
the production site and at the Poltava office.  
The London office has 12 full time employees 
(2015: 22). 

Employment policies
The Company’s employment policies aim to 
attract the best people in the belief that a 
diverse and inclusive culture is a key factor 
in being a successful business. The Group 
remains committed to equality of opportunity 
in all of its employment practices. It selects 
employees for appointment, career development 
and promotion based solely on the skills and 
attributes which are relevant to the job and 
which are in accordance with the laws of the 
country concerned. 

Diversity and equality
Access to work opportunities is based on merit, 
equality, fairness and need, and no one is treated 
less favourably on the basis of their sex, racial or 
ethnic origin, colour, religion, disability, marital 
status, sexuality or age. 

This approach ensures that diversity and 
equality is reflected in all JKX’s policies, 
practices and procedures, where practicable.

JKX will not tolerate any form of 
discrimination – either direct or indirect. Acts 
of discrimination, prejudice, harassment and 
victimisation which occur within the workplace 
or within local communities is not tolerated. 

Employee engagement
JKX aims to communicate openly with all its 
employees. 

Operating across a number of different 
countries, cultures and environments, JKX 
operates a decentralised management structure, 
led by native General Directors and senior 
management, with employment policies 
designed for the needs of individual locations. 

Each Group company complies with certain key 
principles, including:

• providing safe and healthy working 
conditions for all employees

• creating an open, challenging, rewarding and 
participative environment which, through 
development and training, aims to maximise 
the talent, skills and abilities of all employees

• communicating to provide the fullest possible 
understanding of Group goals, directions and 
performance of the business

• providing compensation and benefits which 
reflect good current local practices and which 
reward collective and individual abilities and 
personal performance

• providing a working environment, 
development opportunities and incentives to 
promote team effort and commitment to the 
performance of the Group

• referencing the International Labour 
Organisation to verify standards and best 
practice.

During 2016 a total of 50 JKX staff took part in three Message Mapping® workshops to discuss, understand 
and agree where the company is, where it would like to be and how it will get there.

People – data

1 Company Directors consist of the Company’s Board as detailed on pages 34 and 35.
2 Senior Managers are directors of subsidiary companies or who otherwise have responsibility for planning, directing or controlling the activities 

of the company or a strategically significant part of it.

113

517

630 630 12 12

 Russia – 213
 Ukraine – 401
 Rest of the World – 16

 Male – 82%
 Female – 18%

 Directors1 – 7
 Senior Managers2 – 5

 Male
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Community

JKX is committed to 
engaging with the 
community to share the 
benefits of its success at  
its operating plants.

Our community engagement
JKX conducts various activities to forge good 
relations with local communities through 
participation in forums established by local 
authorities and residents’ associations, and by 
creating such forums. 

Cleaning up areas around plants and 
neighbouring areas is an activity undertaken by 
all Group companies. The number of employees 
who participate in cleanup activities is 
increasing year by year. 

JKX contributes to improving local education 
by conducting plant tours and by providing 
employment and work experience opportunities. 
JKX contributes to raising environmental 
awareness through actively participating in 
various environmental events in regions. 

Assistance in our local communities
JKX’s community support frequently involves 
using the Company’s plant and machinery – as 
well as manpower – to provide much-needed 
assistance. 

Working with the local authorities, JKX deployed 
available vehicles including fire engines, cranes, 
trucks, excavators, road clearing equipment, 
personnel and safety equipment to assist local 
communities in a number of small isolated tasks 
which benefit the local community.

In Sokolova Balka village, a village local to JKX’s 
operations in Poltava, Ukraine, PPC provided:

• equipment to level an area for the installation 
of fencing and the sand and crushed rock 
needed for the installation

• roader services for village tasks. 

In Novi Sanzhary, another local village, PPC 
provided a crane for assistance with local 
operations.

Diversity and equality 
Access to work opportunities is based on merit, 
equality, fairness and need, and no one is treated 
less favourably on the basis of their sex, racial or 
ethnic origin, colour, religion, disability, marital 
status, sexuality or age. 

JKX’s approach is to ensure that diversity and 
equality is reflected in all its policies, practices 
and procedures, where practicable. JKX does 
not tolerate any form of discrimination – either 
direct or indirect. 

Charitable donations and volunteering
Each operation has a limited budget for good 
causes and charitable donations locally. 

Locally, donations from the Group during 2016 
amounted to: 

• Ukraine UAH2,457,321 ($166,444)  
(2015: UAH2,757,119 ($122,351))

• Russia RR8,265,230 ($124,570)  
(2015: RR7,590,519 ($117,891))

Subject to management approval, staff may 
be given additional time off in order to join in 
certain charity-related activities. 

Local charitable projects
The financial aid is allocated to qualifying 
organisations using a formal applications 
process. Applications for funding are made to 
JKX’s local companies specifying how funds 
will be used. A full list of charitable donations is 
available.

A sample of charity and community projects 
that are local to JKX operations and that JKX has 
supported during the year were:

Ukraine
• Construction of playing facilities at 

Kindergarten Daisy in Bazylivschyna village

• Setting the playground at the Sokolovo-
Balkovskaya village school

• Construction of a water supply system at 
Bazylivschyna village

• Construction of recreational areas at 
Mashevka Park 

Russia
• Renovation of kindergartens Numbers 11  

and 12 in Jodz village

• Roof repairs for secondary school No. 7 in the 
Maisky village

Our stakeholder engagement
JKX works closely with outside interest groups 
and maintains an open-door policy to better 
understand local issues so that problems are 
avoided. 

Business proposals are consulted on before 
making final decisions. These consultations 
with stakeholders feed into the business 
planning process to ensure that stakeholders’ 
needs are prioritised in JKX’s business plan.

Our investor engagement 
A key priority for the new JKX Board appointed 
on 28 January 2016 is to maintain transparent 
working relationships with all key stakeholders 
in JKX’s assets in Ukraine and Russia, and to 
improve the method of regular local dialogue 
and on-going communications.

The Chief Executive Officer is responsible for 
maintaining ongoing relations with the investor 
and shareholder community, acting as the 
primary point of contact for members of this 
community.

In 2016 the Board carried out various meetings 
with potential and existing investors and with 
the wider investment community through 
analyst presentations and other events. This 
activity has been accelerated in the first quarter 
of 2017.

JKX communicates the latest relevant company 
information and future investor events through 
its website at www.jkx.co.uk.

PPC supported the construction of playing facilities at Kindergarten Daisy, Bazylivschyna village
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Principal risks and how we manage them

Our framework of internal controls is 
supported by a culture that promotes good risk 
management processes led by the Board. 

Responsibilities 
The Board is responsible for the Group’s system 
of internal control and risk management 
systems and for reviewing their effectiveness. 

Risk management process 
A risk management process, which involves 
the Group Risk Committee and subsidiary Risk 
Committees at our operations in Ukraine and 
Russia, have been in place throughout 2016 and 
up to the date of approval of this Annual Report. 

The process is designed to manage rather than 
eliminate the risk of failure to achieve business 
objectives, and can only provide reasonable, 
not absolute, assurance against material 
misstatement or loss. 

Risk Committee 
The Group Risk Committee assists the Executive 
Directors in the operation and implementation 
of the risk management process, and provides 
a source of assurance to the Audit Committee 
that the process is operating effectively. This 
approach aims to actively manage risk in a 
transparent and accountable way.

The Risk Committee meets three times a 
year and reports into each Audit Committee 
meeting. Representatives from our Ukrainian 
and Russian Risk Committees attended each of 
the Group Risk Committee meetings to expand 
on the risks identified locally and their related 
mitigation plans.

Risk assessment 
The Board monitors the risk profile of the Group 
and acknowledges that it will be subject to 
residual risk in pursuit of achieving its strategic 
priorities even after mitigating actions. 

Risk management framework
The key elements of the risk management 
process are as follows:

Risk identification – risks faced by the Group 
are identified by senior management and risk 
owners, who periodically review the risks to 
ensure that the risk management processes 
and controls in their area are appropriate and 
effective, and that new risks are identified.

Risk assessment – the consequence and 
likelihood of each risk materialising is assessed. 
Risk registers are used to document the risks 
identified, the level of severity of its impact, 
and probability of occurrence, ownership and 
mitigation measures for each risk. 

A Risk Velocity measure is built in to the 
assessment of the impact of each risk. Risk 
Velocity is the time to impact and is an estimate 
of the time frame within which a risk may occur.

Risks are then logged with reference to 
consequence rating, multiplied by the likelihood 
plus velocity rating as follows:

The Board has completed a robust assessment 
of the most significant risks and uncertainties 
which could impact the business model, long-
term performance, solvency or liquidity, and the 
results are summarised below. Also presented 
is an assessment of the probability of each risk 
occurring, its potential impact should it occur, 
the Key Performance Indicators (‘KPIs’) and 
strategic priorities most affected as each risk 
increases, how each risk is being managed or 
mitigated and whether the overall business risk 
has increased or decreased since the last Annual 
Report.

The principal risks set out below are not set out 
in any order of priority, are likely to change and 
do not comprise all the risks and uncertainties 
that the Group faces. 

 

Probability of occurrence and risk velocity

2016

2015

The graph represents our  
current assessment of the 
potential impact and probability 
of occurrence of each of the 
principal risks noted below.
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Risk profiles of our principal risks
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Risk assessment table

Risk Committee work in 2016
At the Group level, the new Audit 
Committee provided a fresh pair of eyes 
on the risk assessment, reporting and 
mitigation process. The Audit Committee 
restructured the focus of the Risk 
Committees’ work and relating reporting to 
mainly focus on the extreme or high-rated 
risks and mitigation plans.

A Group Risk Manager was appointed in 
early 2017 who will be based in Kiev and, 
amongst other roles, will be responsible for 
the risk assessment and mitigation process 
across the Group. The Board expects that 
this will bring more resource and focus to 
implementing the risk mitigation plans 
which have been reviewed and agreed by 
the Risk Committee and Board and more 
frequent reporting on progress.

What is the risk 
Risk 
profile

KPIs 
affected

Change 
from 2015

Strategic
objective
impacted Responsibility Page

External risks – outside of our control

Tax legislation A Production costs

Group profit/loss

Operating cash flow

3 Chief Executive Officer 30

Geopolitical – Ukraine B Group profit/loss I 3 The Board 30

Geopolitical – Group C Group profit/loss I 3 The Board 30

Commodity prices D Group profit/loss

Operating cash flow

I 3 Chief Financial Officer 30

Foreign exchange exposure E Group profit/loss I 3 Chief Financial Officer 31

Operational risks – inside of our control

Reservoir performance F Production volumes

Group profit/loss

Operating cash flow

I 3 Chief Executive Officer 31

Environmental, asset integrity and 
safety incidents

G All Injury Frequency Rate

Lost Time Injuries

Environmental Incident Frequency Rate

I 3 Chief Executive Officer 31

Bribery and corruption H Group profit/loss I 3 The Board 32
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External risks - not within our control

Tax legislation
Description
The Group is exposed to changes in local tax laws, particularly in Ukraine. 

Governments in emerging markets sometimes bring in new tax laws which are effective 
immediately but are subject to varying interpretations and changes, which may be applied 
retrospectively.

Other risks include a weak judicial system that is susceptible to outside influence, and can take an 
extended period for the courts to reach final judgment.

Impact
If Management’s interpretation of tax legislation does not align with that of the tax authorities, the 
tax authorities may challenge transactions which could result in additional taxes, penalties and 
fines which could have a material adverse effect on the Group’s financial position and results of 
operations. 

JKX’s Ukrainian operating subsidiary, Poltava Petroleum Company (‘PPC’), has at times sought 
clarification of their status regarding a number of production related taxes. PPC continues to defend 
itself in court against action initiated by the tax authorities regarding production related taxes for 
August to December 2010 (‘2010 Claims’) and for January to December 2015 (‘2015 Claims’).  
In addition, in February 2017, the Company was awarded approximately $11.8 million in damages 
plus interest and costs of $0.3 million by an international arbitration tribunal pursuant to a claim 
made against Ukraine under the Energy Charter Treaty to recover Rental Fees and damages that 
PPC has incurred since 2011 (see Note 27 to the financial statements).

KPIs 
Affected

Probability + 
Velocity

Impact
Change from 
2015

Responsibility

Production 
costs
Return on 
average capital 
employed

Medium Medium None Chief Executive 
Officer

How do we manage it? 
The Board continues to receive regular legal advice regarding the cases against PPC in respect of 
various production related taxes to the 2010 Claims and 2015 Claims.

The Company intends to begin a dialogue with the Government of Ukraine in order to satisfy the 
terms of the international arbitration award and to reach a mutually beneficial outcome.

The Group maintains a transparent and open relationship with local, regional and national tax 
authorities in Ukraine and Russia.

In respect of the 2010 Claims and 2015 Claims, provisions of $10.6 million and $23.3 million, 
respectively, have been recognised in these financial statements to reflect the Company’s estimate 
of the potential liability (see Note 27 to the financial statements). 

Except for the $33.9 million provision in respect of the 2010 and 2015 Claims, the Group’s financial 
statements do not include any other adjustments to reflect the possible future effects on the 
recoverability, and classification of assets or the amounts or classifications of liabilities that may 
result from these tax uncertainties.

Further information – Chairmans statement P2

Geopolitical – Ukraine
Description 
74% of the Group’s revenues and most of its profits and cash flow from operations are derived from 
its activities in Ukraine. 

Recent geopolitical tensions with Russia, political instability and ongoing military action in parts 
of Ukraine have negatively impacted its economy, financial markets and relations with the Russian 
Federation.

Any continuing or escalating military action in eastern Ukraine could have a further adverse effect 
on the economy.

Impact:
If the country does not peacefully resolve the current conflict as well as secure additional financing, 
there is a risk it may default on its obligations and/or introduce new decrees to increase government 
funds from independent companies in Ukraine. Changes in law or the regulatory environment and 
the possibility of immediate implementation could have a sudden material adverse effect on the 
Group’s operations and financial position, which would reduce the Group’s profits and cash flows. 

KPIs 
Affected

Probability + 
Velocity

Impact
Change from 
2015

Responsibility

Return on 
average capital 
employed

High High None The Board

How do we manage it?
To date, our operations have not been directly impacted by the unrest in Ukraine or the military 
conflict in the east.

The Company also takes all reasonable measures to reduce and limit our commercial exposure 
in Ukraine through the use of careful selection of contracting parties, advanced payments and 
careful cash management.

The Field Development Plan and future investment program in JKX’s Ukrainian assets has been 
designed with contingencies to implement should these geopolitical risks increase and/or begin to 
impact operations. 

Further information – Chairmans statement P2

Geopolitical – Group
Description
Most of the Group’s operations and more than 97% of our oil and gas assets are located in Ukraine 
and Russia and the oil, gas and condensate that we produce is sold into their domestic markets. 

Both countries display emerging market characteristics where the right to production can be 
challenged by State and non-State parties. The business environment is such that a challenge may 
arise at any time in relation to the Group’s operations, licence history, compliance with licence 
commitments and/or local regulations. 

In addition, local legislation constantly evolves as the governments attempt to manage the 
economies and business practices regarding taxation, banking operations and foreign currency 
transactions. The constantly evolving legislation can create uncertainty for local operations if 
guidance or interpretation is not clear.

Impact
The Group’s operations and financial position may be adversely affected by interruption, inspections 
and challenges from local authorities, which could lead to remediation work, time-consuming 
negotiations and suspension of production licences. 

KPIs 
Affected

Probability + 
Velocity

Impact
Change from 
2015

Responsibility

Return on 
average capital 
employed

High High None The Board

How do we manage it?
A key priority for the Group is to maintain transparent working relationships with all key 
stakeholders in our significant assets in Ukraine and Russia and to improve the methods of regular 
dialogue and ongoing communications locally.

Our strategy is to employ skilled local staff working in the countries of operation and to engage 
established legal, tax and accounting advisers to assist in compliance.

The Group endeavours to comply with all regulations via Group procedures and controls or, where 
this is not immediately feasible for practical or logistical considerations, seeks to enter into dialogue 
with the relevant Government bodies.

Further information – Strategic report P12

Commodity prices
Description
JKX is exposed to international oil and gas price movements and political developments in Russia 
which may affect the regulated gas price. Change in prices will have a direct effect on the Group’s 
trading results. 

Ukraine has the ability to purchase gas from Europe, which has more closely aligned Ukrainian gas 
prices with those across Europe, which have almost halved since the beginning of 2015. A prolonged 
period of low gas prices in Ukraine would impact the Group’s liquidity.

In Russia, from 1 July 2016 the regulated maximum industrial price has increased by 1.95% however, 
following a renegotiation of its gas sales contract, YGE has agreed a reduction of 9.5% to the price at 
which it sells its gas to its sole buyer. 

Oil prices recovered slightly from recent historic lows in 2016 and are predicted to remain lower for 
longer by many market commentators. The Company sells the oil it produces at prices determined by 
the global oil market. 

Impact 
A period of low oil and/or gas prices could lead to impairments of the Group’s oil and gas assets (see 
Note 5 to the financial statements) and may impact the Group’s ability to support its long-term 
capital investment programme (see Liquidity Risk below) and reduce shareholder returns including 
dividends and share price.

KPIs 
Affected

Probability + 
Velocity

Impact
Change from 
2015

Responsibility

Gas realisations Medium Medium None Chief Financial 
Officer

How do we manage it?

JKX’s policy is not to hedge commodity price exposure on oil, gas, LPG or condensate.JKX attempts to 
maximise stability and predictability of prices under long term contracts with reputable customers. 
This minimises exposure to abrupt price movements, ensuring sales are as closely matched as 
possible, in terms of timing and volume, to production. 

In 2016, most of the oil and gas production in Ukraine is sold by way of auctions, conducted with a 
frequency aimed to achieve as close as practicable the aforementioned matching principle. 

In Russia, all gas produced is sold to a local gas trading company through a gas sales contract which 
remains in place through 2017. The Company continues to seek to engage other buyers of its gas in 
Russia to improve realisations.

Further information – Strategic report P12

STRATEGIC REPORT 

Risk summary

Operational risks – within our control

Foreign exchange exposure
Description
The Group operates internationally and is exposed to foreign exchange risk arising from various 
currency exposures, primarily with respect to Ukrainian Hryvnia and the Russian Rouble. 

The US Dollar is the currency which influences the majority of the Group’s revenues and capital 
costs. 

Although a proportion of costs are incurred in US Dollars, most operating costs are influenced by 
the local currencies of the countries where the Group operates, principally Ukrainian Hryvnia and 
Russian Rouble. 

During 2016, the average Hryvnia and Rouble exchange rate devalued by 9% and 16% respectively, 
against the US Dollar. 

As a result, the Group’s operating costs in US$ terms including the cost of production, operating 
and general admin costs decreased however the Group reported a foreign exchange gain of $0.4m 
in the income statement as a result of the devaluation of the Hryvnia and the strengthening of the 
Rouble. 

The strengthening of the Rouble increased the carrying value of the assets held in Russia resulting 
in the Group’s net assets increasing by $19.6m and increased the value of Group revenues and costs 
which are reported in US$.

Impact
Appreciation of the Ukrainian Hryvnia or depreciation of the Russian Rouble against the US Dollar 
or prolonged periods of exchange rate volatility may adversely affect the Group’s business results.

KPIs 
Affected

Probability + 
Velocity

Impact
Change from 
2015

Responsibility

Return on 
average capital 
employed

High Low None Chief Financial 
Officer

How do we manage it? 
The Group attempts to match, as far as practicable, receipts and payments in the same currency 
and also follow a range of commercial policies to minimise exposures to foreign exchange gains 
and losses. These include minimising exposure to the Hryvnia denominated sales, which continue 
to account for more than 70% of Group revenues, and the Rouble-based operating and capital costs.

All our gas sales and most of our costs in Russia are denominated in Roubles which mitigates the 
Group’s exposure to any Rouble/US Dollar fluctuations, 

The Group’s normal policy is not to hedge foreign exchange risk but to continually monitor internal 
and external guidance on expected future currency exchange movements and manage the 
currency of the Group’s major cash flows and holdings to minimise our potential exposure.

Further information – Financial review P19

Reservoir performance
Description
The hydrocarbon reservoirs that we operate in Ukraine and Russia generate the cash flow that 
underpins the Group’s growth. These reservoirs may not perform as expected, exposing the Group 
to lower profits and less cash to fund planned development. 

Production from our mature fields at the Novomykolaivske Complex in Ukraine require a high 
level of maintenance and intervention to maintain production at recent levels.

In Russia, acidization of wells and other well maintenance procedures to increase stabilised 
production continued through the year. In 2015, well integrity issues arose requiring two out of the 
five producing wells to be shut-in. One of the wells, well-05, remains shut-in.

Impact
Accurate reservoir performance forecasts from fields in Ukraine and Russia are critical in 
achieving the desired economic returns and to determine the availability and allocation of funds 
for future investment into the exploration for, or development of, other oil and gas reserves and 
resources. If reservoir performance is lower than forecast, sufficient finance may not be available 
for planned investment in other development projects which will result in lower production, profits 
and cash flows.

KPIs 
Affected

Probability + 
Velocity

Impact
Change from 
2015

Responsibility

Production 
volumes Medium Medium None Chief Executive 

Officer

How do we manage it? 
There is daily monitoring and reporting of the well performance at all our fields in Ukraine 
and Russia. Production data is analysed by our in-house technical expertise. This supports well 
intervention planning and further field development.

Our subsurface specialists and industry-recognised personnel are part of the daily monitoring and 
reservoir management process of our fields in Ukraine and Russia. 

JKX’s in-house team of drilling, engineering and subsurface experts continue to be closely 
involved in the remediation work in Russia, well prioritisation on mature fields in Ukraine and our 
other field development plans.

In 2016, the Board engaged several North American technical advisers with a broad range of 
global and regional expertise to support JKX’s technical teams in reconstructing the Group’s Field 
Development Plans and associated expected reservoir performance.

Further information – Regional operations update P16

Environmental, asset integrity or safety incidents
Description
We are exposed to a wide range of significant health, safety, security and environmental risks 
influenced by the geographic range, operational diversity and technical complexity of our oil and 
gas exploration and production activities.

Impact
Technical failure, non-compliance with existing standards and procedures, accidents, natural 
disasters and other adverse conditions where we operate, could lead to injury, loss of life, damage to 
the environment, loss of containment of hydrocarbons and other hazardous material, as well as the 
risk of fires and explosions. Failure to manage these risks effectively could result in loss of certain 
facilities, with the associated loss of production, or costs associated with mitigation, recovery, 
compensation and fines.

Poor performance in mitigating these risks could also result in damaging publicity for the Group.

KPIs 
Affected

Probability + 
Velocity

Impact
Change from 
2015

Responsibility

All Injury 
Frequency Rate
Lost Time 
Injuries
Environmental 
Incident 
Frequency Rate

Medium High None Chief Executive 
Officer

How do we manage it? 
Health, safety and the environment is a priority of the Board who are involved in the planning and 
implementation of continuous improvement initiatives. A London-based HSECQ Manager reports 
directly to the Chief Executive Officer. 

The Group HSECQ Manager is responsible for maintaining a strong culture of health, safety and 
environmental awareness in all our operational and business activities. The HSECQ Manager 
reports to the Board on a monthly basis with details of Group performance.

Operations in Ukraine, Russia and Hungary all have a dedicated HSECQ Team of local personnel 
led by an HSECQ Manager who reports to the HSECQ Director for that particular region. 

All locations have HSE Management Systems modelled on the ISO 9000 series, OHSAS 18001 and 
ISO 14001. 

Appropriate insurances are maintained at Group level by reputable insurers to manage the Group’s 
financial exposure to any unexpected adverse events arising out of the normal operations.

Further information – Corporate social responsibility P22
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Bribery and corruption
Description
The UK Bribery Act places onerous requirements on UK companies to demonstrate the 
effectiveness of their anti-bribery measures. 

Impact
Failing to implement adequate systems to prevent bribery and corruption could result in 
prosecution of the Company and its officers.

KPIs 
Affected

Probability + 
Velocity

Impact
Change from 
2015

Responsibility

Return on 
average capital 
employed

Medium High None The Board

How do we manage it? 
We prohibit bribery and corruption in any form by all employees and by those working for and/or 
connected with the business.

Our Group Compliance Manager is responsible for anti-bribery and corruption matters and, with 
the support of the Board, implements an Annual Compliance Plan. Progress against the Plan is 
reported and discussed at every Audit Committee meeting.

The compliance programme focusses on training, monitoring, risk management, due diligence and 
regular review of policies and procedures.

Employees are expected to report actual, attempted or suspected bribery to their line managers or 
through our independently managed confidential reporting process, which is available to all staff 
as well as third parties. 

Further information – Corporate social responsibility P22

Long term viability statement 
At the date of this report, a material uncertainty has been identified that may cast significant doubt 
about the Group’s and Company’s ability to continue as a going concern. The circumstances giving 
rise to this material uncertainty is discussed in Note 2 to the financial statements.

Notwithstanding this material uncertainty, the Directors have assessed the viability of the Group 
over a three-year period to 31 December 2019, taking account of the Group’s current position and the 
potential impact of the principal risks documented above.

A three-year period was selected as it is the period used for the Group’s strategic review.

Assessment of the Group’s prospects
On 28 January 2016, the entire Board of JKX changed and the new Board completed a review of 
the Group’s assets during 2016. The new Board brought a new perspective and different ideas and 
through 2016, it has redefined JKX’s strategy and strategic priorities. 

To support the new strategy, Field Development Plans (‘FDPs’) for all our operated licences were 
rebuilt with the assistance of several external technical advisers with a broad range of global 
and regional expertise. The FDPs have been built using staff and external consultants from many 
different areas of expertise and have been reviewed by external engineers. The FDPs contain 
detailed future investment and production information on which to base expected future cash flows.

Summary of the strategic review by country
• Ukraine: a large-scale field development opportunity exists within our existing Rudenkivske 

licence which includes 135 wells over ten years and results in plateau gas production of 
approximately 110 million standard cubic feet per day (18,300 barrels of oil equivalent per day).

• Russia: operations, production and cash flow are now stable in Russia. Production can be 
increased in 2017 with several well workovers to the shallower Oxfordian reservoir. Significant 
improvements in production can be obtained from a single well to the deeper Callovian reservoir 
which would intersect predicted porous reservoirs within the Lower Callovian, Upper Callovian, 
and Oxfordian horizons. 

• Hungary and Slovakia: significant appraisal and exploration potential exists but smaller in size, 
scale and cost when compared with the opportunities in Ukraine and Russia.

More detail on these opportunities and the Company’s plans is provided on pages 8 to 10. 

JKX’s objective is to become the Ukrainian gas industry’s champion in production, business practice, 
transparency and technology by 2020. The new Board believes that the Group’s assets and staff 
provide a good platform to consolidate and improve on its existing oil and gas opportunities in 
Ukraine to achieve this.

The Group has been operating in Ukraine for over 20 years and most of the Group’s profits and 
cash flows continue to be generated from its assets there. However there remain significant risks 
associated with operating in Ukraine (see “Tax legislation” risk above) and the near term economic 
outlook for the country remains uncertain (see “Geopolitical risk – Ukraine” above), which could 
adversely impact cash flows, profits and liquidity of the Group.

Assessment of viability
The Board closely monitors and manages its liquidity risk using cash flow forecasts which are 
regularly produced and applies sensitivities for different scenarios including, but not limited to, 
changes in oil and gas prices, changes to production and other tax rates in relation to the Group’s 
producing assets, increased operating and capital expenditure, changes in Rouble and Hryvnia 
exchange rates, and delays to additional future revenue. These sensitivities are applied both 
individually and in unison.

Downside sensitivities were modelled to test the impact of using a range of external forward oil and 
gas price curves including a period of low oil and gas prices through to the end of 2018. The testing 
incorporated the use of mitigating actions available to the business such as a reduction in capital 
expenditure and further reducing operating costs safely and responsibly.

Capital and operating costs were based on approved budgets and latest forecasts in the case of 
2017 and current development plans in the case of 2018 through to December 2019. In addition, the 
Directors made enquiries into and considered the Ukrainian and Russian business environments 
and future expectations regarding country and currency risks that the Group may encounter, as 
disclosed in the risks above.

Principal risks facing the Group
For the purposes of assessing the Group’s viability, the Directors focused on the following principal 
risk which is critical to the Group’s success but which is outside the control of management and could 
have a significant impact on the business:

• Inadequate liquidity levels to settle legal disputes

Beginning in 2015, the Company had lodged several claims under the Agreement between the United 
Kingdom and Ukraine for the Promotion and Reciprocal Protection of Investments (the “UK-Ukraine 
BIT”) for approximately $168 million for excessive royalties and production taxes (‘Rental Fees’) paid 
by the Company’s subsidiary Poltava Petroleum Company (‘PPC’) plus damages.  

In February 2017, the international arbitration tribunal dismissed the main element of the 
Company’s claim for payment of excessive Rental Fees. The tribunal ruled that Ukraine was found 
not to have violated its treaty obligations in respect of excessive levying of such taxes, but awarded 
the Company damages of approximately $11.8 million plus interest and costs of $0.3 million in 
relation to subsidiary claims.

As previously reported, in parallel to the claims made against Ukraine under the UK-Ukraine BIT, 
the Company has persistently defended its position in the Ukrainian courts regarding the Rental 
Fee charges levied for 2010 and 2015 totalling approximately $33.9 million (including interest and 
penalties, see Note 27 to the consolidated financial statements). Whilst the tribunal ruling poses 
additional challenges for the Company, in particular regarding the 2015 claims (totalling  
$23.3 million), the Company will continue to defend its position in the Ukrainian courts in all 
outstanding cases. At the same time, the Company has begun a dialogue with the Government 
of Ukraine in order to satisfy the terms of the arbitration award and reach a mutually beneficial 
outcome.

The Company’s Ukrainian subsidiary, PPC, has recognised total provisions of $33.9 million 
(including interest and penalties, see Note 27 to the consolidated financial statements) in relation to 
separate court proceedings over the amount of Rental Fees paid in Ukraine for 2010 and 2015.

 Confirmation of longer-term viability
The Board has undertaken a robust assessment of these risks and the other principal risks faced 
by the business detailed on pages 30 to 32 of the Annual Report. The Directors are implementing 
further operational and cash management measures, and may be required to implement other 
restructuring and/or refinancing options, to settle amounts that may become payable in relation 
to the 2010 and 2015 Rental Fee claims, if and when they become payable. Assuming that the 
outstanding Rental Fee claims can be managed through successful court action or a negotiated 
payment plan with the Ukrainian Government, based on the Group’s cash flow forecasts, the 
Directors believe that the combination of its current cash balances, expected future production and 
resulting net cash flows from operations provide a reasonable expectation that the Company will 
continue to be viable and meet its liabilities over the assessment period.

Operational risks – within our control cont/

STRATEGIC REPORT 
Risk summary cont/

GENERAL INFORMATION 
Glossary, Directors and Advisers

2P reserves Proved plus probable

3P reserves Proved, probable and possible

P50  Reserves and/or resources estimates 
that have a 50 per cent probability of 
being met or exceeded

AFE Authorisation For Expenditure 

AIFR All Injury Frequency Rate

Bcf Billion cubic feet

Bcm Billion cubic metres

bcpd Barrel of condensate per day

boe Barrel of oil equivalent

boepd Barrel of oil equivalent per day

bopd Barrel of oil per day

bpd Barrel per day

bwpd Barrels of water per day

cfpd Cubic feet per day

EPF Early Production Facility

FEN Folyópart Energia Kft

GPF Gas Processing Facility

HHN HHE North Kft

Hryvnia The lawful currency of Ukraine

HSECQ Health, Safety, Environment, 
Community and Quality

HTHP High Temperature High Pressure

KPI Key Performance Indicator

LIBOR London InterBank Offered Rate

LPG  Liquefied Petroleum Gas

LTI  Lost Time Injuries

Mbbl Thousand barrels

Mboe Thousand barrels of oil equivalent

Mcf Thousand cubic feet

Mcm Thousand cubic metres

MMcfd Million cubic feet per day

MMbbl Million barrels

MMboe Million barrels of oil equivalent

PPC Poltava Petroleum Company

Roubles The lawful currency of Russia

RR Russian Roubles

sq. km Square kilometre

TD Total depth

$ United States Dollars

UAH Ukranian Hryvnia

US United States

VAT Value Added Tax

YGE Yuzhgazenergie LLC

Conversion factors 6,000 standard cubic feet  
of gas = 1 boe
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NOTES 

Ukrainian field names for the 2016 Annual Report

All of the names for our Ukrainian fields have 
been changed to the Ukrainian language spelling.

2016 Annual Report spelling:

Rudenkivske

Ignativske

Movchanivske

Novomykolaivske

Elyzavetivske

Zaplavska

West Mashivska

2015 Annual Report spelling:

Rudenkovskoye

Ignatovskoye

Molchanovskoye

Novo-Nikolaevskoye

Elizavetovskoye

Zaplavskoye

West Mashivskoye
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